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HUMANISTIC LITERACY AND THE COMMUNITY

COLLEGE STUDENT:

A PREFACE

GRACE E. GRANT

The current crisis in literacy is not a new problem;

concern about standards for language proficiency have

existed since before the turn of the century.' Present

conditions, however, have created a society which wishes

that literacy, .long regarded both as an instrument for

social mobility and as an opportunity for irrepressible

pleasure, were more closely tied .to economic.success.

This questioning of the significance of humanistic

literacy is of grave concern to those in higher education

today. Diverse experts alternately promote litel-acy and

remedliti,on as 'interactive Skills for human beings, as

basic language skills for reading and. writing, and as

punishing devices for students perceived, as "disadvantaged."

For some, the call for standards implies the imposition

ofistandardization. The issue is charged with conflict-

ing motives, morals, and politics. Recognition of the

dual function fA,literacy training, toward piactical and

humanistic ends, has produced fiercely divided loyalties

rather than efforts to reconcile,their complementary

abr
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nature.
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With this in mind, one might question whether

contemporary methods of instruction in literary training

are in Harmony with the social demands of a mass industrial

community. The authors of this collection suggest that

they are not. ,Present methods of instruction are in

large part remnants of an adaptation tic) a state that has

long aijko passed away: The contributors point out that

--while much attention has been giVen to the ability of

students to read intelligently and to write clearly and

correctly, little has been done to connect their ability

to receive profitable instruction and enlightenment from

literature, history, philosophy and the arts. Since the

two exist in a synergistic rather than dichotomous

withoutwithout one, the other is hardly worth the

trouble. From the Ilumanist viewpoint, the two are

inextricable and there is merit in recalling(to

literary training the subject matter of these 1-,1dManistic

studies.

Therefore, this collection of papers addresses the

complex problem of humanistic literacy--stressing the

techniques for /reating a relationship between the riches
,

and values of our inherited Knowledge and the more

specific abilities to read intelligently and to write

clearly. The authors hope to promote a dialogue between

those who advocate humanistic literacy and those who advocate

9 4
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special remedial. programs outside the traditional humanistic

curriculum.

Fromstheir scholarly experiencs- as five community

college teachers in an on-going multi-digciplinary

seminar, the authors offer innovative approaches to

humanistic literacy in the teaching of the homanits.

Although they came to the Humanities Faculty Development

Program at Claremont"Graduate School primarily to pursue

individual research and pedagogical projects which were'

tangential to literacy, it soon became evident that the

success of each project assumed a level of verbal competepcy'

in students which could no longer be taken for granted.

This unifying concern with the significance of the

humanities in a mass consumer society and with the eroding

trust in literary training for all students is founded on

a common belief that writing affects what Akeg us truly

human and is the central core of all of the humanitie5. 1

Unless language belongs perlonally, and privately to students,

.

communication .1s ineffective. The authors fdlt, in fact,

that unless particular attention was given to this press-
_

ing problem at once, humanistic education, as a cultural4

ideal, was sure to flounder and possibly disappear.

They began to consider how to teach skills without

sacrificing a high level of discourse About cultural

and personal goals. To release the native imagery,

students must be connected with the sources of their
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language. Neither the languages of television nor the

tinkering with rules of grammar )do more than deal super-

, ficially with theTroblem. --The humanities, hOwever, can

be a means t&'that source through an undersfapding of

our inherited historical lid cultural traditions.

The invocation of the seminar to redress this

crisis, cultural and academic, has been so powerful that

each of the research projects was modified substantially

to impart to community college facuity and administrators
4

concrete programs to begin to rectify humanistic literacy.

The authors wish to restore the synthesis of literary ,

training And humanistic studies and to redirect remediation
I

to serve. the personal and culturaLi values of the community.

Humanistic literacy, then, is the common concern of

the papers presented in this collection.

4

4
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NOTES

.

See for example, Adam Sherman Hill's Principles.
of Rhetoric and Their Application (1878), Henry Pearson's
Freshman Composition (1897) and Edwin Wooley's Handbook of
Composition (1907); more recently P.J. Crobett'ssCrassical
Rhetoric for the Modern Student (19651 ald Ross, Winterowd's
The Contemporary Writer: A42Practical Rhetoric (1975);
have-Addressed the same issue.
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SECTION I
I

Ttz HUMANITIES AND LITE-AACY 1 2

1 The three papers in this section present the riches

and values of our" inherited knowledge and the mote speCific

40
abilities toread;Oarefully and to write Clearly. They

suggest that attention to-the ability of students to read

int5lligently and to write clearly and correctly is only

a superficial treatment of:a complex issue. These efforts

have not sought the,sources of language in the inherited

cultural values of'literature, history, philosophy, and

the arts. Unless students can p the'se sources to give

114

f language p meaning, literary training is.meaning-

training and humanistic studies are con-
c.

eptuallf complementary; together they lead to a more

complete understanding of that which makes us human.

Clay Boland draws from the Odyssey a theory of

humanistic education; this paradigm ofbumanistic values

011

is designed to help community college students to lean

inherited cultural values, awareness, and perception to

develop study skills, self-knowledge and self-potential.

Wayne FreeMan illustrates how the American musical

'transmits and reinforces cultural literacy and values and

demonstrates its great potential for furthering the

9
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underst4nding of our cultural tradition.

Donald B. Epstein shows.how guided studies into

huRanistic literacy by way of historical perception

-increases the ability to understand cultural values,

especially by visit.ing local historical sites, buildings,

and museums. He traces the historical dichoto4 between

the practical and the humanistic in literacy; his Guided

Studies Program is designed to,build skills and humanistic

understandings in non-traditional students.

It is the notion of the mutual collaboration of

literary training and humanistic studies which pervades

these papers.' Section I suggests ways in which this

interplay might happen in literature, music, and history.

4
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HOMER'S.OASSEY AND HUMANISTIC EDUCATION:

TOWARDS A THEORY. OF THE HUMANITIES

CLAY A. BOLAND, JR.

t /

''he whole race through its artists Sets
down the etodelsfof its aspirations.1

The present state of humanistic education is one of

chaos. Very ft* scholars or teachers seem to knowwhat

they ared ing or why they are doing it, Non-humanistic

methodologie, theories; and fads abounpi, their devotees

waving various. humanistic banners. Anti-humanistic

life'-styles, attitudes, and goals proliferate among 4

humanist teachers. Attacks ulN>the humanities have come

from humanists themselves as well as from those outside

the, disci one. Representativeltritics attack its purpose,

its-validit.,, and its vitality.

The 4aracteristically modern approach[es] to
scholarship and training...are inherently_anti-
theticaL to the' aims of Amanism, and when we
act on hem we undermine the claims of the
humani.es to centrality in the education of 'e

And there are, of course, equally pointed. and difficult to

gainsay ciikticisms from aditinistrators, students, parents,

taxpayers, and others outside the innersanctum of the

146
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mpdern humanities: These criticisms are eloquently

expressed by depreasi'ng interest and increasing with-

drawal Of financial support.

Clearly', the eswence of 'humanistic education 'has

been adulterated by some, misplaced by others; and

diluted by many, Fortunately,,however, there are many

texts,that preserve this essence. Perhaps the most

genmane in a_ "research"' for quintessential humanistic

education is Homer's Odyssey. Despite the contributions

,cf the last twenty-seven hundred years, this Tong revered

Ur-humanist text is still the best source of working and

much-needed prescriptive d &finitions for humanism,.

,humanist, humanities, and their relation'to humanistic

eduCation. And what is its essence? Its essence is

that it encourages us to be, in James Dickey's phrase,

"better than we are."3

II

The basic essence, function, or fascination of

these four'interrelated concepts is an article of faith:

faith in the posSibility that all who avail thetselves

of a humanistic edation con be better human beings.
A

This faith remained strong and dominant for m y centur-

..
ies. Humanitas,meant to the Romans, who inherited t

legacy of HoMer and the Greeks, both the cultivation of.

intellect and the.cultivation of moral responsibility:4

17
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refinement, then,of both mind and character. This, faith

was retained in the Ren issance discovery of the old

world and the literature of Greece and. Rome and was

still central in the seventeenth century. Now it is

weak, alt dormant. Perhaps it is time tc recapture and

restore it to its original centrality.

The choice of HomerASOur, guide in this time .of

chaos. can hardly be called arbitrary. He holds the same

pbsiticn in the humanist tradition, (which, it should be

emphasized, is not a religous tradition but rather one

that treats mah as man on his own withoUt supernatural

aid or belief} as Moses does in the Hebraic tradition.

0- die is the source of the tradition's estential ides.

Jaeger, in a chapter entitled "Homer the Educator,"

tells usl nHomer...is something much more than a figure

in the Wade of literary history. He is thAirst and

zlIrjtest creator and shaper of Greek life and the Greek

character."5 Hadas takes the claim one step further:

, "if it is true...that the Greeks moulded the character

of Europe, tie; Homer may be Europe's most influential

teacher, for it was Homer that moulded the Greeks. "6

A

. ,

Although Homer's other great, epic poem, thew Iliad,

and Hesiod's The Works and Days were of equal popularity

educational importance to the Odyssey,1 I find that

all that is esseritkal and gest in relation to humanistic

education can be found in this ur-humanist text. Humanism,

ob. , 18
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humanists, humanities, and humanistic education are

relatedCthey all_embody a common core, of goals that bind

these categories and labels together. 4 ft precisely

Cbecause I believe that this core exists and needs to be

revisioned that I, have returned to an original source to

examine its essence.
.

Homer's Odyssey suggests the following definitions.

In general, humanism can be defined,as an attitude that

man is independent of any divine realm and therefore

responsible for himself and his society, an 'attitude that

man, despitedespite his bestialAature and the indifference of

fate, is capable of and responsible for trying to achaeve

self - discipline,- brotherly love, open- mindedness, ethical,

,behavior, dignity, grace, virtue, and excellence.. The

hur'anist, then, is a model for others in his life-style.,

attitudes, and goals, in his speech, writing, reading,

interests,_yad teaching of humanistic virtues., The

'humanit s are the affective aspects of those pursuits,

'studies, and arts that encourage and foster the b0-gcln

man: namely, self-discipline, brotherly love, open-

. mindedness, ethical behavior, dignity, grace, virtue,"a.nd

excellence. Humanistic education', being the sum total/
of all of these, is the huma'nities taught by a humanist

in a spirit of humanism.

19
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Human nature is equally capable of rational and
':r '-,

irrational behavior: Kingsley Martin,has well expressed

15

III

,man's tendency to favor the animal within-him:

Me, e more n 'ationalistic, violent and stup
than t ey thought they were. We control t
earth and the sir, but not the tiger, th ape
and the dtnkey.?

In other word's, man also holds potential for lack of self-,.

discipline, brotherly hate, closed-mindednelt, unethical

behavior, undignified action, disgrace, vice, and shoddi-

ress when he surrenders to hik bestial nature, his desire

'to avoid rationality, and his unwillingness to listen

to his conscience. Erich:Fromm, in The Heart of Man:

Its Genius for Good and Evil, theorizes that because of
d

.

these ever-present contrarY potentialities, each hunan

choice rvresent.s either a -regression or progression:

*regression to decay or barlzarism thro40 levels of

/
necrophilia, narcissism, incestuous symbiosis, and mother,

fixat'ion; or progression to growth or humanist t ugh

levels Of biophilia, love for neighbor, stranger, and

nature, and independence and freedom-.10

One can see man as "nothing but the product of

cultural patterns that mold hilr 11 br as having freedom

of 'choice within limited perimeters to choose noble or

ignoble'alternatives.12 In either case, humanistic

education can be either a positive or a negative force

and, if Fromm's theory is valid, represent an aid to

2O
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regression or progression. Neutrality is.impossible.

Jung's ideas offer both a support and a threat to

(this Homeric, Frommian, humanisti thesis.. He-sugg9ts

\that man's dark side should not discoUra4e us from be-

lieving in is bright side:

P5ychology has profited greatly from Freud's
pioneering work; it has learned that human nature
has also a black side and that not man alone possesses
this side, but hig works, his institutions, and his
convictions as well....0ur mistake would lie in
supposing that what is radiant no longer exists
because it has been explained from the sha4saw side.13

However, he al5p undercuts the role of, reason in man's

decision. "The great decisions of human life have as a

rule far. more to do with the instincts and other mysterioti.t

unconscious factors than the conscious will and well-

meaning re soableness."14 This perh4ap's indicates that

upModern h )

n

nists should abandon their "rational heresy"

that reason alone` can save man15 and try, to learn more
Alr

about psychological man. A sound, pleory of humanistic

education must start not only with the source of human-
./

ism in man's writing but also in man' nature.

Psychology, indeed, may be the most potentially

humanistic endeavor in modern academe. As humanists

we should welcome and draw op its important contributions-7

especially those of Maslow and Rogers -- to the study of

humans; what they are, what they can be, and the hidden

forces behind their. language, art, and social structures.

Hirkendall sees this as the humanists' responsibilityf

21
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"It is only through a knowledge of man, his strengths

f.

and weaknesses, his capacities and potentialities,
.46

his ability to challenge the best that is within him,

that we can,hope for a better world."16 Th& Homeric

model can be pretested in light of some twentieth

century theories of man' nature. Frgmm's view is

supportive. Jung's second statement makes us aware

that the Homeric, humanist task is more heroic than we

believed.

Humanistic education, then, should be an activity

in which we, as teachers, educate (literally, lead out

froi.) ; oug responsibility is to encourage (literally,

instill courage in) fellow humans to realize the best of

their human potential thrcrgh "our attitudes,, lives, and

our selections'of materials and methodologies. Our

task is to develop potential and to instill the courage

needed tc realize the potential to be more fulfy human.

IV

Conceptually, the epic is the triumph of cosmos over

chaos, of man's ability to act in a civilized manner over

man's ability to act in a bestial manner, and of human_

purpose over nature's indifferente. As always, man

defines his humanity and asserts the fact that he "is

humanAonly by understanding and shaping reality, both his

world and himself, according to meanings and values."17

22
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The Odyssey, therefore, represents the victory 0 the

forces of lirt and life (the forces of humaniSm) over
I

the fbres of darkness and--death (the forces Of barbarism) .

Homer..%S, choice of images of light iry connection vith l?

Odysseus and his Cause upon his return to his "darkened"

home emph ?size this victory. 18

Thro4ghout the epic we are offered models of

civilized/cosmos in the societal order and harmony in

various palaces. The courts of Alkinoos and Nestor

serve as exemplars of cosmos in which men cherish and

maintain just order, pleasing speech, good manners,

hospitality, and true human kindness. They are in direct,
ZIP

contrast to the suitors anarchy, vulgar qty, uncouth

behavior, inhospitality, and lack of humane feeling that.
/-

predominate in Odysseus' palace at Ithaca. The final

"house cleaning" foreshadowed in every part of',the work

is a necessary end to chaos.

The text clearly suggests that the results of wrong-

doing are the death of man's life-sustaining and hard-

earned civilization. Clarke, in discussing the courteous

nature of the poem (its concern with hoSpitality, niceties,

manners, and proprieties) , indicates that,Such a view-

point is not too vtreme:

(The StlitorS) are without courtesy, rdgard, tact,
or restraint...(and) Mould (not only) utterly

Ithaca...(but also) undermine the
whole facade of heroic manners....This ii a
society...in which manners are important be-
cause they buttress conduct and give life style,

1 23.
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grace, and ease;in a formalized society they .

can heavily influence men's lives by providing
' them with traditional and approved patterns of

action. -All Of this the barbarism of the Suitors
would despoir....lIn] their total impoliteness
the Suitors truly represent the forces of death,
since by their loutishness and their squandering

* they would destroy the kind of civilized life
that the Odyssey celerater.19

In contraetto the kingdoms of light; this kingdom of

VIP darkness is peopled with beings who have given up their

t1rthright.for a barbaric pottage.of favor-seeking,

sloth, licentiousness, drunkedness,.unearned living and

.04

I.Indeservecl authority. In doing so, they are dead to

humanity and its values.

The triumph of cosmos over chaos is centrally

presented not only in man's struggle against that which

in herself and within others can destroy civilization;

it is also r presentedy.n man's confrontation with loneli-

0 ness and helplessness in an indifferent universe -- in a

world "in many of its aspe.c.t.s...alien and even hostile

to human aspiration, 20 Although, it is true that Odysseus

is shown'to be in contact with divine grace through the
. .

goddess Athena, most modern readeu tend to interpret

this as symbolic of his cleverness, intuition, and

intelligence. After all, Odysseus and Athena are amazingly

similar in trait and attitude. As Athena herself admits:

"Two of a kind we are/ contrivers, both."21 Post sees the

-17
gods in the Odyssey simply as "masks for luck or skill or

character...[who] accompl sh only what would happen any-
/

way.22 And Lattimore is of the opinion that "Homer's

24
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'gods are really people, and Homer is basically anti-

teological."23

There is,sufficient evidence, then, that man is on

his own in the Homeric world and that divine intervention

in that world only symbolic. And even if one were to

accept Athena as an actual divine being, she does not aid

Odysseusin facing personal loneliness ant cruel indiffer-

ence. During the long journey home from Troy he is

buffeted by sea and wind (symbolized by Poseidon wishing

and enacting revenge) from place to place, shipwrecked,

isolated (with or without his men) ,24 detained, and

delayed: Yet the triumph is that he does persist and

overcomes all obstacles to "reach home." His persistence ,

is what Victor Frankl would call his "will to meaning,
4

his desire to achieVe excellence and to return to\ his

. wife and home. Human purpose suPtains him in the face

of overwhelming odds. In,so doing, he encourages us "to

endure...pelils and to assert the values of human life,

and fo maintain these values, however fragile, in the

H25

face of a hostile universe."26

Ironically, the reader is led, as Kazantzakis

projected,27 to see the journey with all its hardships,

loneliness, and viscissitudes as more challenging,

exciting, worthwhile, and ennobling than reaching and

being home. The striving and the struggle are their

own rewards. In pstchological terms, this "becoming" is

25
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'the unfinished structure that has...dynamic power."28
r w

Humanism itself has bee

I
defined as a dynamic odyssean -

Cjourney and Its vice situdes:, "humanism is,a philosophy

of change, preparing one for change, encouraging the

interested acceptances of changes. It asserts for all

approaches; the value of the human adventure':"28

r Another quintessential elementich the Odysse,:i

presents is a model for readers to emul. --heroic,

noble, courteous, and intelligent Odysseus. His

cnaracter asks. and inspires readers to face life

heroically, nobly, courteously,,/ and intelligently.

Odysseus, in humanistic educattonal terms, is the teacher

who conveys his'sub3ect by Iliving it. "A civilized and-

)
numanized man as the only ostensive definition of the

humanities--the emidence of the text we study, a living

example of the meaning and value of whit he teaches. "30

.Botn tne teacher and'Odysseus can 4e such a text-person;

by learning,experientially as well as conventionally,

they augmen,their humanity and increase their credibility

with an understanding of their fellow men.
7

The adventure scheme is also central to its effect';

the broad scope of_its Material prompts the reader to

pursue 4111 larger, more demanding adventure in his own

internal and external life, The Wide horizons it

encourages is the desire to live more fully and to be and

.to seek. One of the main tasks of the humanittic
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,e1pcatol ins _t enkindle and maintain this interest:'

`As earlier hUmanists "opened minds lind widened seas,"31

he preser3Te4\and presents adventures of the human mind

. # and spirit in a way that inspires emulation. It is the

broader4ng of humane understanding that helps usito see

.meaning and value in self-disqipline; brotherly love,

MIL

O

openmindednesS, ..ethicalApehdvior, dignity, grace,

virtue, and excellence.

Since a great work employs a style and form

artistically' appropriate to its contentothe verbal and

structural medium of the Odyssey are On a level with

the excelignce that -the work. encourages and is therefore,

ark important part of the epic's message and appeal.

They ask the reader to directly evience the nobility, !

tensitivity, and intelligence of which man is capable.

Jaeger gives an excellent analysis of the great power

which poetry in articular and art An general possess to

educate us h

Poetry cancan educate only when it'expresses all
the aesthetie,and mgxal potentialities of mankind.
But the relationship of the aesthetic and the moral
element in poetry is not merely'that of essential
form and more or le5.%01Ccidental material. 'The ed--
ucatdonal content ate the artistic form of a work
of art affect each'other reciprocally, and in fact
spring.Yrom the same roo.t.....The aesthetic effect
of style, structure,' and form in every sense is
Conditioned and interpenetrated by its intellectual
and spiritual content....Poetry cannot.be really
educative unless it is rooted in the depths of the
huRan soul, unless it embodies a Moral belief; a
high ardour of the spirit, a broad and compqlling
ideal of humanity.

2.7

I
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It is usually through artistic ressionNhat
the highest values acquire permanent significance
and the force which moves mankind. Art has a limitless
power of converting the human soul -- a power which
the Greeks called psychagogia. For art alone possesses
the two essentialsmQf educational influence -- uni-
versal siRnificancd.and immediate appeal.. By uniting
these twd methods of influencing the mind, it sur-
passes both philosophical thought and actual life....
Thus, poetry has the advantage over both the universal
teachin s of abstract reason and the Accidental events
of i vidual experience. It is more philosophical

n life..., but it i446 also., because of its-concen-.
trated spiritual actuality, more lifelike than
pha-aosophy.3

4 The parallel to speech and writing-in humanistic

education is clearly this: the teacher, not only through

his selection of texts but also through his own verbal

and structural choices in spoken and written discourse

should set an inspiring example that is indicative of

man's best use of language. He should also directly

aid and foster the development of students' ye/VI:and

-compositional skills. Most emphatically, this is not

"41 a task independent of any humanistic endeavor but is

0 as
the heart of all humanism.

sy

This text provides pertinent material for humanistic

education's broadest subject 'areas: man's responsibility

to himself, his famif', and his society; his existence
a

. in the midst of an impersonal and therefore 'indifferent"

,nature; and his attitude\to the vagaries and peritrariness.
I

af fate. The ideal common to'all of these areas of life

28
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is the need for self-discipline. Robert Fitzgtrald sees

this "self-mastery" as the whole point of the Odyssey.33

William Stanford cites this atribute and the virtue of

mode ation as central to the Odyssey: "in so far as,

mez, has any message...it comes to this: only by

Ulyssean self-control and moderation can man achieve

victory in life."34 Man is responsible for using this

AP
self-discipline in all aspects of his life: to achieve

di6nity,-virtue, and excellence for himself; in loyalty
AP

to his-family; for grace, ethical beha ior; and brotherly

love in his society; .and perseveting an ordered

existence in the midst of a threatening nature and despit?

the capriciousness of fate. In all cases he must exer-

cise a Promethean foresight and insight to survive the

potential perVer-seness of self, thers, nature, and fate.

For some, Odysseus is a sc , a rogue, and a liar.

Certainly, he is deceptite, cunning and clever. Although
. ,

these qualities make him less perfect (and more believeable),

this' aspect of his behavior grows from the potential per- ,

verseness of self and is a defensive mechanism against

similar perverseriess in'others. Certainly, the world

demands of us caution and reality-orientation, and

Odysseus have both in excessive amounts.

Yet it is possible to admire Odysseus's deceptions.

These behaviors spring from "Promethean foresight and

insight ": the ability to ahead and to analyze ±s

29
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combined' with a receptive mind readily adaptable to

handling the unexpected and capable of interpreting it

objectively. Odysseus' intellectual ability to grasp

and d4a1 with each new situation is admirable. His

modus,operandi, however, in handling most situations

may seem to the modern Bader dishonest.

ghatever one's opiriLon of this dignified rogue as

- model man, as humanistic educators our concern is to endow

ourstudents with an odyssean grasp of reality and an

ability to think analytically and objectively.
r

VI

Yet a humanistic education that devotes itself only

to sSdent 's intellectual capacities does only'a partial

job. /The ideal in Homeric society is the integration of
3

the total person and the realization of the best of

individual capabilities. It is "a deep atd intimate

concern`with the full flowering of human potential and

peronality, which can only be the experience of real
e

individuals."35 +

4 In the Homeric world the individual is of extreme

importance. In the Odyssey we cat see that-his society

has created "a climate in which the attainment of

acknowledged excellence is a normal ambition of the

indi4idual,"36 a climate which promotes "the insistence

'upon recognition of individual vorth."37 It is an

ind'ividual's responsibility, therefore, to realize the

best that is within him, In philosophical iokrms,,he

30
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go.

must practice "eudamonism,... the ethical.doetrine that

each person is obliged to know and to live in the truth

of his daimon, thereby progressively.actualizing an

excellence that is his innately and potentially."3a

In psychological terms, he must try to,achieve :self-
(

actualization," which Maslow deiines as "the full use

and exploitation of talents, capacities, potentialities.'39

To.d6 this, Odysseus must be willing to strive

heroically; for excellence (arSte) and reputation (kleos)..

It liquid be safe to say that unless he is willing to

persevere nobly in all situations the individual is

automati.cally disqualified from an honorable place in

the Homeric world. Further, since "striving heroically"

is irplicitly equated to 'living fully," it is the

.es4ential element separating the full! life from an empty.

and meaningless existence. In a /similar manner Frankl

proposes,.as an antidote to thd" existential vacuum in.

inner emptiness, that "What man actually needs is not a

tension-less state but rather the striving and struggling

for some goal worthy of him.""

Thus excellence in the Homeric world is to be sought

in language, manners, patience,self-control, insight,

and foresitht, although all are to be tempered by

human moderation. This what Goldsworthy Lowes

Dickinson referswto as the Greek emphasis on "self-

development."41 The reputation that one gains through

( 31
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action'and through self-acclaim and`eventually the praise

of others is one's,true immortality; although based on an

egotistical drive, in time it becomes altruistic by

supplyi4Pone's fellow men with a model-of aspiration

"who Cy-doing or suffering si tly,:.hes enriched

the lives of all."42

Odysseus is this model excellence. In speech, he

is the story-teller and poet without peer, and as one

able to even "clothe" himself with elegant verbiage when

nakqd before-the Princess Nausikaa. He is a model of

manners in the court of Nausikaa's father, Alkinoos,

and elsewhere. He is a model of, physical excellence in

sport, in tne games with the Phoenicians. He is a model

of knowledge of the arts of war and bravery in their

practice in his slaying of:the suitors.. He is-a model

of patience in bearing the long travail of his extended

return to Ithaca. -He s.a model of self-control in

almost' everything-she does bUt especially in bearing the

1

outrageous treatment of the-:suitors until the opportune

moment for retribution. And he is a model of insight

and foresight it all his adventures, particularly in fits

reading of ,human motivation and the quick analysis.of the

problems presented by new situations. Odysseus thus

fulfils what Kazaniakis, paraphrasing 3ulian Huxley,

refers tosas "man's t sacred duty...to promote the

ma imum fulfillment of the (cul'tu'ral] evolutionary

32
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process on the earth....This includes the fullest

realization of his inherent possibilities."43

As the Homeric text implies, an important component

Of humanistic education is the achievement of a personal

excellence based on self-discipline, dignity, and virtue.

Dignity results from what Frankl labels"the conscious-

ness of one's inner value, "44 and virtue reflects and

asserts one's ability to achieve excellence. Actually,

one can see that all four termsexcellence; self-control,

dignity and virtue- -are interrelated and almost interchange-

aLle; all incorporate the ideal expression of human life.

Tas, humanistic-educators need to recognize and foster

personal excellence.

Man's society in the Odyssey is a community of mutual

tection from nature and Invaders and of individaal

excellence in human. nature; it also demands self-discipline

fro; its members. In order that society may fuLtion to

encourage the best each member must contribute

grace and manners, ethical benivior, and brotherly love.

Where this self-discipline exists, the society presented

(such as that of Scherie, Pylos, or Sparta) excel,ls.

But where self-discipline is ling, such as in

the anti-society created by,the suitors atlIthaca, it

leads man to realize his worst potentialities.

Humanism encourages graces ethical behavior, And

brotherly love in our societal' interactions; it is

C
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extremely,important that humanists not only foster these %'1"

betiaviors in their students,. but that as educatlors they

practice what they profess. As all of this essay and the

Odyssey implies, what one practices is what 5 one really,

professes. It may; be more important than what one

a

professes.

A

VII

Man once more must call bn self-discipline to

malntain perseverance an4-an ordered existence in the

midst of a threatening nature and an increasingly

prolemr?ic future. The self discipline of Odysseus

in the face of all his many ordeals offers rich evidence

of this. But there is more to his perserverence. He

persist& through all not only by "luck or skillrof

character,"45'but also because he has a keen intellectual

/ curiosity and a strong sustaining vision--that of return-

(inghome-rthat gives him the strength to go. on.

The humanist intellectual curiosity is usually

praised. But this sustaining vision (of man in-ea-coin
'

himself and thereby his spciety) has ofter! been chided and

criticized.. Julian.Huxley's concept of cultural evolution

best summarizes phis vision. We literally haye 'b choice

between trying to be better human beings or not trying

and becoming something less. The view is Utopian; like
1

all of man's philosophical religious, political, and

34
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i educational visions, it is doubtlessly only partially

achievable.' However, this does not make them work less

since "we create the world we live in by our expectations
I

and attitudes, our ideas and ideals."46

This sustaining vi n is al moralistic just as

the Odyssey is moralistic a d thi essay is meralistic:

life imposes a moral task on,man.47 HorJer's implicit

acceptance of the teacher as a moralist'who tells us

to behave is still valid--whether tae wish it to be or

not. He preferred to tell the Greeks how to behave in

a way, that reflected honor on themselves and their fellow

man. We, as modern humanistiC eaucators, can encourage

students to choose the Homeric odyssey to humanism by

nurturing human naturethrough levels of self-discipline,

brotherly love, open-mindedness, ethical behavior,

dignity, grace, virtue, and excellence. For those of

us who love life, there is no choice. We are glad to have

the challenge that humanities offers to all people "tc
4

rely on their own intelligence, courage,and effort in

building their happiness and fashioning their destiny in

this world. .48

As true mentors, let us encourage ourselves and

our Telemakhoi, as Homer encouraged the Greeks, to

emulate the best characteristics of Odysseus: "The

humane, much-enduring, serviceable, widely exper,lenced,

resourceful hero,...undaunted y t e long littleness

C
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of life, the tricks of fate, and the apathy of the

stars. "49 Let us as humanists strive'to preserve,

'convey, and live the best of those models of mankind's

aspirations known as the humanities.
.

1

r
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THE AMERICAN MUSICAL: A VALUE-REFLECTING RITUAL

WAYNE H. FREEMAN

America has developed two distinct forms of musical

theater: the musical comedy and the musical play. One

is mostly frivolous entertaint and the other is a more

serious art form, concerned "mainlyiwith ideas and important

human values."1 The musical cs5nedies "are musicals that

defy examination, because they are largely 'mindless' and

just-good fun."2 The purpose of Anything Goes, for example,

is to ente;-tain; its plot serves only as a vehicle to tie

the g'ags and songs together. However, most of the success-

ful and substantial musicals of the past generation have

been'of the second genre, the musical play. Follies,

A Chorus Line, Cabaret, and Shenandoah represenlit a type

of American musical which has developed into a ritual that..?

reflects, and therefore reinforces, our values.--It is

this musical genre which has made the greatest contribut-
a

ion to the t-ransmission and strengthening of cultural

literacy and which holds the greatest potential for fur-

thering the understanding of our cultural tradition. For

clarity, however, I will hereafter refer to a1147nerican

musical theater, regardless of subtle differences, by the

term "musical".
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Historically, the values reflected and reinforced
.

\\
in th se musicals both endure and change. This apparent

1contr eliction is a necessary and natural quality of sac-
)

41A1 values in all aspects of life. In The Nature of

Human Values, Milton Rokeach defines value: "an enduring

belief that a specific mode of conduct or end-state of

AP,

existence is personally or socially preferable to an oppos-

ite or converse mode of conduct or end-state of existence."3

Webster's Mew World Dictionary further defines values as

the social principles, goals, or standards held or accented

by an individual, class,'or society. A value-system,

then, is "an enduring organization of beliefs concerning

' preferable modes of conduct or end-vc.ates of existence

01",along a continuum of relative importance."4 Furthermore

Rokeach speaks of five characteristics of value systems.

1. The total number of values that a person possesses
is relatively small.

2, All men everywhere possess the same values to
different degrees.

3. Values are organized irito value systems.
I 4. The antecedents of human values can be traced

to culture, society and its institutions, and
personality.

5. The consequences of human values will be mani
in virtually all phenomena that social scientists
might consider worth investigating and understand-

' ing.5

Thus, the values we and .our greater siciological plurality

possess stay with us always. What changes is the relative

scale of importance we place on these values through time,

not the nature of that value itself

is accepted during times of war.)

. (For example, murder

In other words, a value
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is a variable part of our behavior that leads to emotional

3.ation or reaction when activated by some form of externail

stimulus. Musicals as period pieces illustrate' this

changing yet enduring quality of values. People act out

their personal and mythical lives on stage, based

value preferences and determined by choices dictated by

the situation and stimuli' of the moment.

It is because of emotional action tat a musical

stim.11ates our thinking about social vales and provides

-
us with a perspective on reality.

It's not life: people don't dance and sing
like this in life. It's a show. But go along
with it, and you'll be surprised how much life
you can see through.it....The best musicals...
can go deeper. Without pretending to give us the
illusion of life, at certain moments they do
exactly that. 'They are miraculously vibrant
and potent illutioh, addressed not to the eyes
but to the blood, which dances to it. Musicals:
are about how life feels, not how it looki.*
They can trace emotions with a suppleness that
makes realistic drama eem arthritic.6

However, since all\of the .67r7rng 'and visual arts co-

exist in the musical, it is this multi-media bombardment,

of the senses that makesan audience feel "caught up"

from downbeat to final curtain. In any live theater

setting the audience becomes a part of an emotional

force emanating from the proscenium arch. The involve-

ment in a performance of dialogue, choreography and music
0

within the confines of time and space-complete with

errors in balance, memory, movement, dynamics, harmony

and melody--offers an avenue to reality rather than an

47
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This ritlidistic reflection of values in thee
v,-

American musical can be traced thrpughout'dts development.
-

The first musical performed in America was the English

ballad Flora, presented in Charleston, South Carolina,

on February 8, 1735( Ip 1828, the first original Amer-

ican musical, a burlesque treatment of Hamlet, appeared.

Minstrel Shows, the first to contain popular music, were

'written and performed in Virginia by 1847. The show most

often considered to be the first American musical was a /4

melodramatic spectacle The Black Crook which opened in

New York in 1866. Nonetheless, it was not until 1874 tat
the term "musi41 cotedy" was fist used in describing a

burlesque of Evangeline.

Throughout the next seventy-five years operettas,

reviews, extravaganzas and vaudeville flourished under the

direction of Gilbert and Sullivan, Rudolph Frime, Sigmund

Romberg and Flo Ziegfield. The most notable-creator of

the musical after the turn of the century was George M.

Cohan, who celebrated American pride and patriotism with

emotion-stirring songs such as "It's A Grand Old Flag"

and "I'm A 'Yankee Dopdle Dandy."

In 1943, Oklahoma by Rogers and Hamerstein estab-

lished a new form for the American musical. Thd 1940

production of Rogers and Harts' Pal Joey had begun these

ritualistic practices but the earlier audience responded

tif
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coolly to "a song-and-dance production with living,

three-dimensional figures, talking and behaving like

ar

human beings."7 0;lahoma tl46-ri'lset the precedents for the

new musical,play, prec for plot, characters, dameing,

music, and production.8 This new genre transformed bur-

lesque, operetta, comic opera, minstrel, extravangan2as,

vaudevilles, and review into a ritual formula that both,

entertains' and teaches its audience.

III

To understand the meaning of ritual in the musical,

one must be aware of,the complex relationships among

plot, sets, costumes, riusic, staging, and dialogue.

Beca..15e these elements are handled in certain convention-
.

ally prescribed ways, they share similarities with any

solemn act or observance that follows the rules of accepted

custom (for example, a wedding, a funeral, or a mass).

Tne ritual serves to enhance and earl= the social values

it carries.

The first aspect of this form is the plot.

On the simplest level, the story line follows this
)pattern: boy and girl meet; boy and girl are sep-

'/ arated boy and girl.are united. Around this
structure -the musical revolves, sometimes adding

. comic lovers or following several sets of lovers
and throwing all varieties of obstacles in their
paths.9

The plot of the musical- follows this basic outline: 1) a

short dialogue; 2) an opening production number; 3) a
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series of scenes with action and dialogue incorporating

both musical and dancing numbers which further develop the

plot; 4) a crisis scene to end Act I; 5) a resolution of

the crisis in .Act II; 6) a final production number. The

musical nearly always has two acts: the first is longer

than the Second; the second echoes the first through

musical reprises.10 This is the ritual formula followed

by most successful musicals since 1943.

Another, element Of the ritual, in addition to the

plot, is its visual preSentation. Certainly the musical

has a tradition of extravagant production, and many of

the earlier shows (The Black Crook, for example) relied

almost exclusively on elaborate settings, costumes,.and

stage effects. But in the modern musical, the visual

effects serve a distinct purpose that may be dividedAinto

three interrelated functions: "clarification of the

plot, intensification of the action, and identification of

setting and characters."al

Costuming, for example, receives careful attention

because it-clarifies, intensifies, and identifies. In

order to do so, costumes 'follow a set form. The leading

characters are dresgia most elaborately; the supporting
ka.

characters,'a little less so; and the chorus, most simply.

For instance, the chorus membi-i7in Hello, Dolly! were.

clothed in careflilly coordinated turn-of-the-century

cotume, but not nearly es ornately as Dolly and
-

50
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Vandergelder were. In turn, the complexity of the

supporting characters' costumes lay somewhere between

the simplicity of the chorus and the embellishment of

thg

The ritual of the musical ...is thus governed by
a set form that relies on spectacular visual
effects to achieve its purpose. At first con-
sideration, though, it might seem that the only
purpose of'the musical is to entertain; but the
lasting popularity of the musical suggests that

--they pffer something more than boy-meets-girl
stories, songs, dance routings, and spectcular
stage effects. Just as any ritual clothes its
message in form and visual design that are pleasing
to the viewer and will engage his attention, the
musical... tells a story that contains a message. 12

The subtlety with which the musical conveys its

message is due, in part, to itg form which embeds values

and social comment within its music; Irvine and Kirk-

patrick have noted that "because the musical form has

been considered entertainment and not a form of argumen-

tative discourse, it has traditional17been insulated from

the moral and/or cultural restraints normally associated

with verbal discourse."13 Listeners are not conditioned

to argue with messages in music as they ante with obvious

rhetorical statements. Musical communications are

simply generic. This makes persuasion by music much

easier and the range of potential topics greater.

But the musical line is not the only means

dramatists use to seduce audiences into reflecting upon

fiercely held values.
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The good dramatist kriows he must capture
their [an audiences). imagination and hold
it. To do this he uses any number of means,
of which those ofleait use to him are Intel-
lectual.sIf the audience wants to be carried
away, the dramatist must induce ,surrende

iso that he doesn't want to appeal to rea on,
rationalization,-or objectivity; these are not
states of mind which will help an audience to
surrender. No. The appeal in the theater
must be to the senses, emotions and instincts.
So we have colour, movement, rhythmical and
Musical sounds and use of words, and we have
appeals to the half-conscious and thl uncon-
scious, symbols, myths, and rituals.14

In this manner playwright and composers of musicals

give us images of our own values in ritualistic form.

Part of the fascination of the musical is the discovery

of these images. Laurence J. Peter speaks of the potential

, this reflection has for both antertainment and thought.

He suggests that since we don't recognize ourselves

immediately in this reflective mirror,. we laugh before

,realizing the source of the humor. An audience viewing

Cabaret, Company or Follies for the first tittle would

likely experience this initial laughter. Only later

Would the human foibles and despair presented through

these musicals become salient.

/

4

IV

Historically, cultures' have used ritual to

v

strengthen social values and to reflect rather than

(

foreshadow cultural change.

1.,
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4Ritual'is a device we use to give our lives
scale and significance, to reassure ourselves
as to the importance of our values, to celebrate
such values. We create rituals when we wish
to strengthen, celebrate or define our common
life and common values, or when we want to
give ourselves confidence, to undertake a certain
course of action. A ritual generally takes the
form of repeating a pattern of words and gestures
which tgnd to excite us above a normal state of
mind. Once this state of mind is induced, we are
receptive and suggestible and ready for the
climax of the rite. At the cliTgx the essential
nature of something is changed.

These cultural features of ritual are characteristic

of theater as well. Art doesn't change the world: art

reflects it. "It is going to take more than an evening's

image making and more than a little myth and ritual to

make is accept something whi51.142at variance with our

own fiercely defended unconscious values."16 Instead

our values are not changed by theater: theyare acted

out in-it. If the values-dramatized on stage arevaccept-

able in the audience's context, the listeners will be

receptive to the dram'a's message. If they do not tolerate

the values presented, they will reject the musical

CategoZically..

In 1967 many critics believed Hair to be an

a

exception to this convention. They perceived it a

revolution against not onll the establishment, but also

againstthe musical as a form. However, although Hair

is both exceptional and revolutionary in many respeotS,

it is also a. typical musical. As critic Robert 8rustein

noted, it was "too closely linked to the meretricious

53
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conventions of American musicals17 to change anything much.

40-
To understand the exceptional.qualities of Hair, one

must be aware that "development of the American musical...

cannot be traced without some reference *0. the political,

social, and cultural events against the background of

which that developmen't was taking place. "18 Hair is

Undoubtedly the Most topical musical ever produced. It

pub141Y celebrates the rejection of traditional values.
t

This evolutionary process reflects certain events and

personalities which moved our nation from a posture of

nationalism to one of national guilt and uncertainty.

The advent of the Be'atles and the assassinations of the

Kenneds, coupled with the growing unpopularity of thei

.Vietnamese war and an assertive drug-rock subculture,

ushered in a new age in America. The acceptance of

traditional beliefs, conditioni, and controls over life

seemed less tenable. It was the dawning of a new concern

and perspective about human Control over one's destiny.

It was, to paraphrase Hair, the dawning of the age of

'Aquarius.

Hair was also revolutionary theatrically because

conventional directing techniques were not practiced.

In more traditional theater, a musical reaches its

opening night by following these approximate steps:

casting; memorization of lines; blocking and staging
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. under carefUl direction; rehearsal until All inovement
. ,f- ,- .

4. and dialogue are routine; .addition of complete setslio
\..

props, and lighting; more rehearsal; addition of the/

41' orchestra and 4stuMes; and still more rehearsal under
.

. e./. r,.

'continued strict direction. Hair .. s directors, hoyever,
. .

.
, .

a

a

4K",
_,

folloCW few of these rules:, They'were continually ' 4
.,1

casting'(the ciet was seldom the same unit) and the
-,l'i

\

. :./
.

..11 rthear'sals were void of specific'direction: Rehearsals,
4

instead, consisted mainly or Pavlovian conditioning

qaes designed to makeythe tribe act with apparent sp

'taneity'to, *ertain stage :stimuli.

,The" most notable example of unconv ntional,drirec

techiques wac the -controyersial nude s ne at the' end

.of Act I. The cast was-notdirected to take their clothes
ka

off by specific direction. It became A nude scene by

conditioning the cast through th'e pseudo-sexual games
1111

plbayed in rehearsal and by suggesikon of the direco-r(

6
who only "inferred" its appropriateness as an anti-.

establishment'symbolic gesture. In the instance of Hair,

this direCting techique was succ5essful. Larria Davis,

t member_of the tribe, descAped this process:.

/7

1/10erything he roducer Michael Butler) said
implied'an,attitude of down with the estab-

41, lithm oent r..4lown with-Int theatei estab-
lishment. It became a lernd of litany. He
would tell us that rules are meant to be
broken; no one 9hoUld h ve to do anyf ng he
doesn't want Igo do; 4( re all equal; and
above all, a loye-ti so love, love ybur-
selves, one another a d abovekall, the
audience..Aee had to be evangelical, because

III
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Hair set out to Oange people, not ust
entattain them.1'

This attempt at the profound, however, d 't make.

Haiix differ &nt; itade it typical because it reflected

changing American values. Nevertheless it is unique in

reflecting social change while that change was in process.
..11r

g \a/ways'evokeS a sense of sho from those who liave

not y accepted the levitable. hethings that seemed

so shocking to middle America in 1967 have become facts
0

of life in 1978: the discussion of sexual preference

and alternate lifestyles (Hair preached 'acceptance of

homosexuality), the unisex approach to dressing (blue

jeans were costumes in Hair'), the progress of the equal

rights movement (Hair asivciated women's equality), the

decriminalization of marijuana offenSes(Hair supported

the innocence of this drug), the rising divorce rate

(Hair's innuendo ;was a' mockery of marriage), the low

-esteem for government and patriotism (Hair was anti-

establishment), the end....of the .draft (Hair held draft

card'burniggs), and the sexual reWolution and the length

of male hair styles (Hair's cast were yromiscuous long-

- tail's). The prese ntatioh of-all .Viese controversial

issues is supported by rock music-of the counter-culture.

Hair is important as a particularly graphic illus-

tration of the symptoms iditatic to the post-wir era in

America. However, other musicals both before and after

Hair have commented upon the increased complexity of our

A
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lives since the war. Hair represents both a continuation

of this convention and its unique transformation.

V

Since World War II, musicals have described complex

human condiT tiOns in which post-war Ameiicans found them-

selves. Before World. War II the population of America

was /comparatively stable. Communities were places where

people grew up, had (oots, lila', worshiped and 'ied.

Most people knew their neighbors, lived near their parents,

worked near their homes, traveled within a limited

geographic area, held firm religious beliefs, and expected

little from life; it was widely accepted that it was

external conditions; government, and God 'lfrom Whom all

,

blessings flowed."

The war changed all that. It changed the way

AmericanS. thought and livedby precipitating the needAtor

a mobile society and whetting the appetite to travel. It

created an explosion in technology that brought television,

jet planes, hydrogen bombs, and instant-plastic-disposable-
,

mass everything.
41R

Coftditibns brought on by the rapid geometric, expan-

sion in'population, government, science and technology

fostered a lack of spiritual equilibri41.*'Darwinian

theory, the actuality of cloning and the proliferation of
4

scientific breakthroughs haveadded to a lack of faith.in

57
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things unseen. Tfie bumper stickers say "I Found It"

but there is an incr asing dotrbt about what "it" actually
.

is.; The fact that ch rch attendance is down and psycho-

analysis up is silent testimony to this reality.

The effects of these events upon America, are mani-

fest.in all arts,. from abstraCt painting to popular

music, This is true of the American musical, as well.

The increase in psychiatric problems is exemplified by

Lady In The Dark (1949), a musica V about the guilt of

living together as unmarrieds and the lack of,definition

in our personal goals.

The iconoclastic hedonism manifest.in Hair has been

Mentioned at length; preceeding it by several years was

Cabaret, a musical nearly as shocking. Cabaret's story

refers to human decadence, corruption, greed, and passions.

Although set in pre=war Germany, it is actually a parable
v

of Ameridan life of the fifties. The characters, even"'

the more lovable ones, are people interested only in

themselves. The characters are so self-Oriented that

they can not or would not concern themselves with the-

larger immediate and imperative issues in life. Recog-

nition of the Jews as equals, for example, requires siply

too much involvement. It ,is far easier for the Emdee

only to dance, with a female gorilla and comment that she

doesn't look Jewish at all. The show's message concerns

the blind pursuit of personal'pleasure and its resulting

4
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degradition of the human spirit and suggests that life--

unless we guard against itsidecadence---isSqrabaret, old

chum. Ar/

The 1970 musical Follies reflect the growing lack '1

of faith, the increasing acceptance of existentialist

philosophy, and our increasing divorce rate: aging actors

and actresses' return to campus in an attempt to recapture

the vigor of their younger days.

Follies represented a state of mind of
America between the two world wars Up until
1445, An--Lrica was the good guy, everything was
idealistic and,hopeful and America was going to
lead the world. Now yo.: see the country is a
riot of national guilt, the dream has collapsed,
everything' has turned,rrubble underfoot, andV
that's what the show as about also...the
collapse of the dream. It's not about how
difficult it is to stay married over a period
of thirty years....It's how all your hopes tar-
nish and how if you live on regret and despair
yo,; might as well pack up, for to live in the
past is foolish.20

Another 1970 musical, Company, dealt with the increasing

difficulty in developing meaningful interpersonal

relationships. A lone unmarried man is the focuS of a

crowd of couples who devise a series of relationships

to make him "happy-."-

Compatly...dealt witn'the increasing diffi-
culty of making one-to=one relationships in an
-increasicgly dehumanized society....It's the
lonely crowd syndrome. It als6 ahligt expect-
ing relationships to be what they're not.21

As a final example, A Chorus Line (1975) isolates

and magnifies our collective loneliness through the

metaphc of a chorus-line audition. Ea4 auditioning

59 r
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chorus member tells of a-personal search for meaning in

life and of the imperative need to belong. One member

concedes, "God, I.hope I get it [the part being cast)."

The cast admits to submitting to this humiliating audition

for "love." A first interpretation suggests a love of

work in. the chorus line. However, furthe reflection

brings the realization that the cast of A Chorus Line,

and society at larik is willing to endure almost any

deh:.imanizing process, in order to experience the "love"

inherent In belonging to an identifiable group.

VI

The musical, then, is a ritual reflecting our

clanging values in order to reinforce them. Since

wcrld War II musicals have focused on a search for

ti

meaning and,personal. identity in an age of anxiety.

The ritual of the American musical will, no doubt, con-

tinue as long as people need to reaffirm their personal

beliefs or until they discover a new form to provide

this reaffirmation.

A 3 fO
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CdMMUNITY COLLEGES AND LITERACY

DONALD B. EPSTEIN

I

Any proposal to increase the literacy skills of

community college students must recognize and incorporate

the non-traditional nature of these students. It must

recognize that most of these students use the community

college as a vehicle for self-improvement and social

and economic: mobility through occupational training

rather than completing a baccalaureate degree. However,

this training must include literacy both for the tech-

nical demands off most jobs today and for,the increasing

flexibility in contemporary, career patterns.

1,iteracy will help students' self-improvement by

increasing their ability to express desires and opinions

coherently and to make feelings about themse 1/ dome out

in a positive manner. This is not an ea>Nask, and

any .literacy program, if it is to succeed, must be candid

with students.- They must be, told, at the outset, of the

time involved to imprOve literacy skills. They must be

/Made aware that two years of community college training
A

may encompass three to four years' work for those deficient
6

in basic academic skills. Students must be intensively

counseled on A one-to-one basis and be made to see,

through a special course or other aid, that they are
410
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primarily responsible for their own success or failure. c

Students must be tested and evaluated before any meaning-

ful counseling can occur and the college must commit its

resources to aiding this program. =

ir
Literacy has been the traditional way of exerting

power by a segment of the population concerned with per-

petuating its privileged status by monopolizing essenti#1

knowledge. Usually this knowledge involved a religious

or state function; a priesthood could interpret omens from

the heavens or derive laws from a deity and transcribe

inventory records into permanent form either on papyrus

or stone. From the dawn of civilization in Egypt and
a

Mesopotamia, those who possessed skills in liter4cy were

raised to the highest positions in the state. Indeed, no

state can exist for any length of time in a permanent

location without written records of families and bound-

aries. The'art of writing was second in importanceonly
Iht

to warrior skills for ancient societies. Every advanced

culture in the world which developed into a flourishing

and 'lasting* civilization has had to develop a written

language.

But this written language was not\a broadly based

skill. On the contrary, the skill was often interwoven

-.with taboos regulating the spread of secrets of a scribal

15
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0 class. Educthion was thus confined to an upper crust of

state officials, religious leaders and scribes With the

wgio

masses left out of the secrets. Learning was entirely
st.

private until very -late in'antiguity and state support of

liter'acy training was unthinkable. Still, a literary

culture dominated the world of learning by the time of

Greece and Rome. Long and complex works of poetry and

*philosophy were transcribed and stored in libraries though

practical access to these sources was restricted to those

who could read. Popular culture was transmitted orally.

In the medieval period no substantial change in this

pattern occurred except to restrict the sources of liter-

_aCy to Christian culture, excluding a broad category of

tales from Greece and Rome. A priestly class held an

almost exclusive monopoly of literacy with few exceptions.

Indeed, the Germanic rulers of Europe scoffed at reading

as being only fit for priests. The technology Of literacy
. .

\
s

---,
.

has not changed since the days of Egypt. The Majority of

1111
manuscripts being produced were recorded on either vellum

or papyrus,-a slow and expensive process of reproduction.

Public education was confined to cathedral schools and

was mainly for those rho were destined for the priest400d..
Maw

However, in the high Middle Ages, first in Italy,

and later, in Northern Europe, a profound change was occur-

ring that would upset two millenia of literary tradition.

This was the result of the rise of.a new type of person,
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the middle class merchant, and a new technology of liter-

acy. This change was not brought about by the invention

of printing as most people would suppose. It was her-

aided by the discovery and introduction to the West of

the Chinese art of papermaking. The Italian merchants,

by the twelfth century, had developed an international

commerce with the Orient wh/ch necessitated new forms of

business techniques such as insurance contracts. The

record-keeping function of business exploded exponentially

until trade would have otherwise been stifled by the lack

of a receptor medium. (Remember that it took seven hun-

dred sheep to produce enough vellum for one Bible.)

Paper making solved the immediate medium problem; and the

business community assumed responsibility for educating
qt.

a new sort of person, literate in the Practical skills of

letter writing and business record keeping. Merchants

established their own schools for fraining clerks (the

name of codrse deriving from the clergy, but not taking

on a secular meaning).

These schools beglin to produce new textbooks such as

the ars dictaminis, the art of letter writing (later

medieval students would carry these not only into the

merchant schools, but into the new universities as well).

An entirely new body of students appeared in Europe

starting in the thirteenth century. These were essentially

sons of illiterate*but successful peasants who wished to >

join the ranks of the city merchants. As the demand for

4

ti
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lituady increased among the merchant _clas'ihe neeel for

A
1.16 1

skilled teachers appeafe as itil,jthus causing an even
-e

grtiatO demand fo1 litera training. The iry ention of

printing in the mid-'fifteenth century only idded fuel to

this fire of demand by sharply reducing the cost of

repi-oducing books on the paper medium. Indeed the cost

of school texts, was reduced by 99%.

When we add the sixteenth century development in

religious thought to the technology of literacy, the

mixture produces a greater desire and determination'to

read and write. First of &API., the Protestant r;;OITit-i-on

led by Luther and Calvin emphasized the religious nec-

essity of, Bible reading for salvation, his making liter-

acy for the masses a holy duty. In Catholic areas the

same spirit,of religious literacy prevailed with corres-

ponding movements to increase literacy. In addition bpth

religious groups wanted to convert the newly discoyered

American Indians and spread the faith to the new continent.

A shaping influence upon American historical events

in the seventeenth century was the settlers' predisposition

to found schools. New England became the center of this

movement. There, new universities were established to

train ministers, but these ministers came from quite

ordinary backgrounds by European standards. A pre-

college school was necessary to teach these hitherto

illiterate people elementary liter4cy for Bible reading.

I
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In additidn., New England's *democratic politic atfios-
r

phere, with- its town neetigs and broad-based C jot ,\

, .

* - governance, necessitated litdrate
.b

citizen, d congregaits.

4 Every New England town had a comm op' 1 to teach
,--.;

elementary reading. This school was suP rtepod by public
--\. f
taxes on land and was run by a school committee elected

1
f"'.

.

by the townspeople. The curriculum was slanted heavily

towards the moral and Protes'tint, but secular scholar- ;

shk. prevailed,. This movement came to be expanded in

the early nineteenth century to embracte the newly arriv-

ing Itish immigrants. Horace Mann; the Boston school

superin,endant of the 1820's, had a vision of universal

educational systems extending through adolescence, givtg'

every child literacy skills as well as instruction in

American cit,zenship and vocation advantages.. Furthe

this trend was fed by4the growing spirit of nationatis

and western expansion in Amer&ca.,, which weeded new peop

from Europe to mold into new Americans. Poverty 'tricke

0 , Germans, Italiaai and Zews reSponded eagerly to

t ide- of a-free public education, an 'per

prerogative in europe. Moreover, each of these cultures

had an historic tradition which respected the word as

vine and the scholar as saintly. I4took'little con-

vincing to persuade these new citizens to support public

ducation and to discipline their-chilAren to accept the

rigors.,of the schoolhouse.

4,

t
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Even beyond the elementary education given in the

local school, AMericans desired a greater chance to

participate in a community of learning. College education,
4

restricted to a small class of people before the American

Revolution and only used for training ministers, physicians
41IP

and lawyers, was given a democratic impetus from the

beginnings of the nation. Thomas Jefferson founded .the

University of Virginia as a public non-sectarian school

in the 1790's. The University of Pennsylvania, founded

by Benjamin Franklin, was established for the purpose of

tralningltor youth to the highest degree. The open

p
door to colle e was not a twentieth century idea, but

a nipeteenth century concept incorporated in two events.

,First, -the City College of New York was founded in 1840,

foStering the principle of a free college for local res-
v

411.
idents unable to attend private schools for reasons of

finance. Second, the Morrill Act (1868) established

land grant'colleges to train the rural population, in

alb

useful knowledge, thus beginning the connection between

higher education and the practical and.voc ti46nal skills

such as agriculture and mechanical engineering. Both

land grant colleges and'city Colleges had an "open door";

ahy high school gradUate was eligible to gttend.

To both these institutions flocked the sons of

immigraAts and Lamers,- eager to learn new skills which

would propel them into the middle class and into secure

o

4

4411!
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jobs. It was a far "cry from Oxford and Cambridge, ,but

from the ,pragmatic American point of view, if worked.

Old jobs considered beneath the dignity of Europeans came

tyhave new status with,an American college degree behind

them. This,-coupled with an almost unbroken economic

expansion rastoihg into the 1920's, bade college train,i.ng

tantamount to economic success. After World War II, this,

economic boom continued to create a demand,for technically

trained students in all fields with, again, unlimited Job

possibilities. New was Obtained for education

through federal assistance starting with the .National

'$! -

Student Administratieon in the 193i's and continuing with
A

the G.I. Bill and scholarship grants.

The supply of money available from. federal and

local sources created a demand for educational services

which even the expansion-minded colleges could not keep
:14,

up with Thus the .impetus was givern for the founding of

,thk comrunity college movement during the period 1945-

1955. Although junior colleges had existed for &long

time in some communities, the idea of a comprehensive

college embracing both academic and technical-vocitional-

education was new. Further, this new ddea was tied to

existing political divisior& for school districts, often

making the college an adjunct to the local high School.

But the problemS began to arise,. Starting with the

1960's and continuing to the present, several new factors

1.
.

71
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came into being which maae the job of the new comprehensive

commuity college far different from its earlier models,

the, city and land, grant colleges. Fir'st of all, the

student population'beg.an declining forthe first time in

history. Birth rates dwindled in the 1950's and reached

a zero growthuratCe by the late 1960's. No longer could/

an ever-growing population be counted on to expand

educatlonal instl tlons. Second, the saturation point

had been reach d in higher,education: almost all qu-

411111

\

led students c4er attending la postsecondary school.Ey

1970. The second'and third generation Of college students

were emerging from the pioneering efforts of ;the cit and

land grant colleges. These students assumed that tr

would go to college, not as a rare privilege, but
-4

right. Furtliermore, this group was not expanding b

a

in fact, was declining in numbers.wIf the colleges were

to survive, especially the newly founded community colleges

,ft Wh1Ch did not have the academic or tZchnical reputation

of the older schools, then anew 'clientele had to be found.

III

And this clientele was indeed forthcoming. It was

produced by the very technology that the four-y ar schools

created. Automation began to eliminate tradi ional unskilled

manual labor jobs, thus displacing rrIlllons of workers and

leaving their offspring with no hope Of entering the doeal

72
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mill at 18. These individuals quickly perceived the new

44
community colleges as a way out of poverty or deadend jobs

6 into new careers, but they hadno idea of what that edu-

cation encompassed., An increasingly problematic -social'

order brought students from diverse 'backgrounds. Next,#

a brief sur% was created by the unpopular Vietnam war
4

which both offered exemption from the draft' for college

students and, at the same time, gave'money to veterans;

howeveruced benefits for attending college made the

community 'tollege the only alternative.

'Thus, the cothinat.icntof history, economics, war,

and a changing learning environment led to a new student r'

rulation which has to cope with the demands of higher

education without a background in 4cademic training .1

Added tv.this is the fact tnat a new technology-of learn-
,.

ing' rendered many students incapable of using traditional

academic skills. The widespread use of television and

films after World War II led to a decline in reading:

most people gainell their news and entertainment not from

the Guttenburg medium but from the electronic screen.

Concommitant with educational demands of the new students

was the fact that often these students could not read at

levels formerly thought to be minimally acceptable for

college students. Today, these problems are not confined

to the Community college but present a trend recognized

by all colleges. Community colleges, however, by their.
14111*-
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'Very nature as open-do r institutions attract students

with sill levels below those of four-year schbols. The

different cultural background and value for education

and the problems of returning students create an abyss
4

between t e traditional expectations of higher education
k

and he newer realities ofAinprepared students.

The educational problems associated with these

events are comex,liealing with educational policy and
*

expectations, individual psychology, and cultural phenotena.

The aspect of pedagogy besttreated is an area that IF4,

as teachers,, can affect to the,greatest degree-:learning

dlsabllities. First of all, there must" be a recognition

of the problem and-its causes. We are not dealing with

tradltional students, but ones whc come from an environ-
.

4

meat where learning is at a distinct disadvantage. They

are nct ready tc read or write or compete at anywhere

near a college level. And 'we cannot hope to teach them

subject matter on the college level unless we are prepared

to treat their differences. Placing them directly dnto

college level classes leads only to dilution of ocurse

materialsv to a frustrating phen'Smena of attrition.'

DI

Thebest example that I know of dealing with this

problem is a Guided Studies Program recently instituted

on an experimental basis at Clackamas Community College

74.
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(Oregon), under the direction of Mr. Kent Heaton of the

Counseling Department. It is a program that deliberately

leaves out all reference to remediation. First of all,

it acknowledges a fact about community colleges long recog-

nized but never used -that our students are frofn a wide

r
range of abilities and go to school for a wide variet of

reasons. ThUs, we pretest every student upon entranc to

the college, regardless of the number of hours.ta>dn or

courses chosen. A basic literacy level is required in
4

order for a student to be admitted into regular courses

of any curriculum. If a minimum score is not achieved

either by the American College Test or by the Scholastic

Aptitude Test, the student is strongly directed and

counseledlnto the Guided 'Studies Program (see Table I).

Tne scores on these national testsfor on those administered

by the college counseling and mathematics departments are

used to place students in appropriate courses. What we

have found at, Clackamas is that about 20-25% of all students

(vocational and academic) are eligible for this-program.

The program consists of three components. After the test-

ing phase comes an intense per*od of individual counseling

in which students are advised intonto a program tailoied to

their individual needs. For example, we find that some

students can achi4Ve basic literacy but not computational

skills; those. students would be allowed to take college

level writing course but would be required to take A

ti
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remedial course La i eti . It is the rare atInt

that does not possess some basic skills, but many do not

possess all the skills necOSsary for entry level college Op

work. There are a variety of coursend programs avail-

able at Clackamas to fulfill stud-Ots' nleds, ranging from
t

/

formal remeial English courses which carry no college

credit t dividual tutoring, by peers. There are lab-

oratbries devoted to programmed learning, designed to

improve writing, math skills and reading comprehension.

1:1_:t the Guided Studies Program does not end here.

In addition to the courses, the program recognizes the

new student's uncertainty in entering a newlearning

environment. The program acknowledges that the indivii-

u'als most i heed of help are those whc often have the

greatestpsychological barriers to success. To help them,

all students in the Guided Studies Program. are requirsd

to take 'a new type of Psychologycourse which 'Carries

0 college credit. "Psychology of Personality" is taught

by the counseling department. The aim of the course4is

the individual recognition of self and the assumption of

responsibilityfor actions. Often these students have

gone through life blaming parentS, teachers, or spouses

for their failure and have never recognied their own

responsibility fOr their.actiops. This course is designed
/

alter that view and asks the studtntstrul to look at

themselves for the first\ime in their lives.
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The third phase of this program is designed to over-

come the cultural barriers to education. This part seeks

to snake the student comfortable n a new world of learn-

ing and to ease the transition from street corner to

classroom. Basically, Clackamas Community College has

on
designed a course called "Humanities Experience which

introduces'ttle student to the world of the arts, liter-

ature, and history through local experiencei such as

folklore, historic building tours, free concerts, and

plays. It attempts to bring the community's cultural

and historical resources into being; students, often for

the firzt time.in their lives, are made to recognize that

their community has a life not linked to mere survival

tut attached to the highest aspirations of all human-

kin. "Culture" is not an alien terr reserved for the

rich and well educated but belongs to everybody, includ-
.

ing themselves, for they are part of agrich cultural

heritage that ancestors, from whatever w ld region,

brought to this country and made -a part of cultural

system.

The results of thA experiment so far have been

.,heartening. First of all, Clackamas was faced with the

. traditional problem of high attrition in the lower

quartile of the student population. 'Up to 95% of these

individuals simply gave up and left college. Those that

went to regular classes and struggled often je'flicted their

77
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problems on the classes, forcing teachers to lower
lib

expectations and dilute courses so as to help those who

Were floundiring. By removing them from the mainstrear

of academic and vocational courses, teachers can increase

aims fdr academic performance and not lose those students

who fdtt that simplistic teaching reduces the community

co;lege to the level of a glorified high school. By

. -

giving t11se problem students special attention and

courses, their attrition rate has been reduced by 75%.'

F.:rther, /because of the requirement at all Guided

Studies- )students take the course on personality, a new

sense of responsibility is being developed. Question-

naires administered by the college to students after

. AI term have indicated that this phase -the individual

responsibilityhas had\the greatest impact on their

lives.

Also'enrollment has increased in the "Humanities
to

Experience" course; hbre vocational s't-udents- are induced

to take college level history and literature courses as

part of their general education. The effect, hopefully,

will be a positive one for the *liege as a whole; when

these students enter the regular program and stay the

full t..o years, the faculty will be able to work with

them to the greatest extent of their abilities. By

re ducing the attrition rate, the costs of the program

(which are substantial because of the time involved and

78
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the low student/teacher ratio that remedial classes

'demand) will be repaid through increased FTE over longer

periods, of time.

Iv

A word now abou th- general academic faculty.

Literacy is not the p e responsibility of the counsel-

ing department or the reading laboratory or the English

department. It is the job of every instructor to set an

example. tAnd this can only be accomplished by more hard

work addedlo an already burdensome schedule. Teachers

must require their students to write essay examinations

and to read the books in the library. They must enforce

strict crammatiCal rules if only to impress students

with the importante of, form as well as content. Every

teacher Must volunteer tc help the English, readfng and

counseling departments in doing their job of bringing up

the skill levels of students. And above all teachers

mliit not give up and despair about their students. It

does us no good to say that we are giverthe lowest hales,
1

of the lot or the worst academic achievers. We must use

all the force of our knowledge and abilities to bring up

the skill level of the students:we have. To do otherwise

would be to make the community college an adjunCt of the

social welfare system, with teachers acting as adult

'babysitters.

ti
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Rather than that, all teachers must insist on high

standards and be "Prepared to work with student-stover a long

period to achieve those standards. Personally I have

found that, in the long run,'students will respect and

learn more from those teachers who are willing to demand

much of them b,.t who are not aloof from address' g the

special needs of people entering a new world of learning

for the first time. Teachers should try to relate more

to their students.by seeing what skills students pogsess

and using those skills in class. For example, I suspect,

that many an English teacher who can turn out a frte

'English sentence cannot fix an automobile. Many a learned

historian cannot read a welding textbook without a sense

of frustration at not understanding the language. By

relating English, social science and humanities courses

to students' lives,- perhaps a better way can be achieved

at making learning more pleasant and joyful.

The c unity college can and, indeed, must be a

41 place where high academic standards apply. Most insist

that these standards must be supported an a way that

takes into account the special nature of the people

involved. The faculty must be prepared to sacrifice

time in order to achieve these high standFds and the

college administration must commit the money necessary

for excellernce to preall.

80
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, Table 1

INDICA4ORS USED TO Dt*ERMINE sirILL DEFICIENCY AND
LEVEL-APPROPRIATE COURSES AT CLXWMAS COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Test Sco Clackamas C.C," Course

American College Test

English 0-14% WR 11 (Remedial English).
15-27% WR 12 (FundamMITIts of English)
28-29% WR 121 (English Composition)
90-100% Honors English

Mathematics 0-10% Mth 14 (Remedial Arithmetic)
11-24% Mth 20, 21 (Fundamentals of Algebra)

a. 25-38% Mth 95 (Intermediate Algebra)
39-641 Mth 101 (College Algebra)
65-89% Mth 102 or 200 (Trigonometry or

Calculus)
90-99% -Mth 200 (Calculus)

Scholastic Aptitude Test

e,
Eftlish -350

,350-450
450-700

WR ft (Remedial English)
WR 12 (Fundamentals of English)
WR 121 (English Composition)

700 - Honors English
Mathematics 0-9 Mth 14 (Remedial Arithmetic)

1 10 -14' Mth 15 (Refresher Mathematics
15-25 Mth 20, 21 (Fundamentals of Algebra)
26-32 Mth 95 (Intermediate Algebra)
33-41 Mth 101 (College Algebra)
42-50 Mth 200 (Calculus)

Comparative Guidance and Plaement Program Examination.

English -38 WR 10 (Remedial:Englishtutorial)
39-43 WR 11 (RemedialEnglish)
45-49 WR 12 (Fundamentals of English)
51- WR 121 (English'CompOsition)

Reading 0-37 Rd 11 (Developmental Reading I)
38-44 Rd 12 (Developmental Reading II)
45-48 Rd 13 (Deelopmental Reading III)
49-60 --115 (Effective Reading)

Department Constructed Mathematics Test

0-12
13-18

Mth
Mth

14 (Remedial Arithmetic)
15 (Refresher MathematitT1

19-25 Mth 20, 21 (Fundamentals of Algebra)
26-32 Mth 95 (Intermediate Algebra)
33-38 Mth 101 (College Algebra)
39-42 Math 102 (Trigonometry or Calculus,)
43- Mth 200 'Calculus)

R1 a
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SECTION II

HUMANISTIC LITERACY FOR COMMUNITY COLLEGE STUDENTS

$14

- Tne two papers in thts section present curricular

attempts to address'sand de%;,elop language skills. Each

presents an existing grogram currently in:operatipn -on a

Li di

comr.lnity college cazpus. Each suggests that theSe remedial

0
progrars be incorporated into existing curricula, to

s.. Jere.._ and strengthen' skills in a. disciplines

tear: serving.as0 tangent to existing progrars. Each

embodies *he humanists& belief in the worth of the individual,

in lang.age as creator and reflector of thought, and in

ratner

logical anc: disciplined study.

Margaret Byrd Boeeman has developed a writing prograr

using autoba?ography As tOhe integrating concept; this genre

fOrrs a' natural bridge to humanistic diSciplinessand valVes

by making human history and humane ideas the nucleus of

study.

.
Peter L. Sharkey piresents a campus-wide effort'of one

Ih

4
.

.

comMunity college to improve language skills. Since
.

writing skills increase subttantially through opportunities

to exercise them throughout the curriculum, this course
.

of study provides the central focus for a coordinated
A

effort through the community college' curriculum.

4
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II
BcIth these curricula present an emphas4.s upon the

individual self as writer and creator.- Both present

direct examples qk nontraditional approailts to literary

training. Both are directed efforts toward humanistic

literacy.

O
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AUTOBIOGRAPHY IN EN LISH COMPOSITION,

MARGARET BYRD BOEGEMAN

The freshman composition course,at the community

college is frequently dreaded by studar* and teacher alike.

The students are reluctantly compelled into a class they

d(, not want to take, and the instructors are reluctantiv

compelled into a class they do no want to teach. The

rason-for the reluctalrce, on both parts, is the usually

tigh puantity of work assigned and the usually low qual-'

ity of workcorpleted. Catseseare myriad, having to do

W:itn the too often repeated reasons why Johnny andJan:re

can't read and write, with the students' often tedious and .

repetitive past twelvedears of trAining, or with the fact

that the class is compulsory. Students and teachers at

v*o
the comrunity college are additionally handicappe d by- the

proc;.em of low morale. Community college students in

overwhelming numbers have the idea that they cannot succeed

in academics, particularlAin writing. Regardless of r

whether they are fresh out of high school or returning

students and mature adults, and regardless of their actual

ability, this fear prevails.

Consequently the first and major task of the"N

instructor is to provide a situation in which the studenkts

believe they can Yearn. These students must maintain_ a
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modicum of confidence and self-esteem in orderto learn,

and while it is not our responsibility to establish

these qualities in a student (not to mention the limits

of our ability to do so) we can build on whatever con-

fidence the students bring. At the very least, we must_

be sure that neither our material nor our methodology

undermines it. We need to offler these students the kind

of course which will challenge them and stimulate their

interest without either intimidating them or condescend--

ing to them.

Therefore if a community college composition course.

16 to be successful, the content (the reading and writing

a'ssignments) must be selected with this particular audience

mind. e must begin wnere the students are, basic as'

that so.Inds, and take them as far as they can go in the

time we have. Just to keep them in class we must accom-

plisn two things. Firstwe must reach the students

- emotionally as well as 1 tPllectually and, second, we g

m-ist show them s,ifficient and believable reasons for--

the:: to write. These students need a goal' and purpose
a

.more immediate than a grade at the end of the semester

(which is a. poor motivator for stud who believe they
g

are going to fail'anyway). They need to see that every

reading and writing assignment has- -a direct bearing on,

their lives now, while they in 'UN class. It is only

when they become comfortable and familiar with the skills

89
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I

of reading and writing--and often this-',takes a long

time--that we. can expect them to stake out long-term

goals such as a grade, a degree, or an education for it

own sake, Thus, we are in the position of trying to give

a sutvival tool, like.a life preserver, to a grou of

people who si,ply do not believdt it will' help t oat.

Yet by al ow10. the:-tc'read something of _immediate

interest and tc write something of, immediate im1-2ortance,
T7

to 4-he, it is possible that within one semester such

students can-tp-reading and writing at a respectable

ano quantity for fresr-man composition. By tare-

Sully selecting material and structuring assiinments, one

--can even'introd,:ce them to lAkertry form, sharpen their

skills of cr-----sr, and transmit humanistic valLres, all 4111614.

,w.itr.c.:t di,erting *tne emphasis fror reading and writing. .

One approaon to-Composition which fills all thest criteria

f _,:ses on personal writing, or autobiograph;y.
4 c

7eaners have long recognized the value of-persopak-
- ,

wri;tin; in ...armp" exercises: writing from experience

helps break the writer's block,fend, by beginning with the

students none" territorywe can build students' cork-

fidenoe and interest in writing& Siastaihing the initial
(11

focus on ersonal writing throughout.the semester allows

stueet to pursue a subject that, is interesting, in a

'mode hat is at levt mod stly successful for them,

while simultaneously deve ping the same writing skills .

90
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that Sze stressed in Miest traditional approaches to
,

composition. a

If students are going to be writing autobiography, I

then it is logical and appropriate or them to read in

thLs genre also. I do not believe that'students imitate

the ma/teiial they read, Ori=even consciously learn ho'.401tc

write from reading othrf'speople, but I do assume that

students better understan'd and are more comfortable with

writing assigar^en#s when they have read a fe examples

cf similar efor s.

A.:toslography as a s.-b2ect of stud': has ,sve-al

_.:_ate and practiCal advantages. it is ea

fsr the students .to read. It is usualbly grounded in

partic-lar texture of specie's detail which helps to seep

- . 1

the attentior, of even reluctant readers. 'Also, it enco'lr
.

- . . /

ages the:- to use such detail In their/ awn writing, Whl:h
4

helps to counter/act the us.;a1 breezy generalizatlons that

sweep throughout beginning writing.
. .

Second, there are usually 'sore elements of narrate

in autobiography, a form with which students ire familiar

.(frc57.111m and teievision,.iffnot from reading) and

therefore comfortable. The fact that narratj.ve itself

contains many of the most important elements of compos-

ition--a beginning, a middle, an end, a strict sense of
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prOgress400,causS and 14fect, proportion, selectivity,

' 'balance and theme--works to the advantige of teacher

and student. As the form of narrative is easily under-

stood, it b&comes a teaching tool whose component parts

can be easily demonstrated and analyzed.' FurtheTmore,

:tne narrative is a flexible mode of organization and

can be easily cOmtined with most other rhetorical patterns:

4

ind.:c'icn, deduction, comparison/contrast, process

analysis, etc.

stude.7itsdfind "lives" :nor, interesting than

]..st about 'else; there is an immediate connection

;..i.: and empathy for the problems of another haman be3n.g.
6,

T:;..-t these stories are true 'a: not fictions only strengthens

*-r.em in the students' esteem. Art is suspect, :)put Trath1:.
.

i

well: trutn can ;.--Je-trusted. And the particul
/F

'kind of

truth in an aJtoti.ogrIPhical statement cannot /be denied-1-
'4

v

tne trutn of the percePtibns of the writer exercised on

the e..4n-= of his dr her lime. The'strong authorial voice

bctn compels interest and tenders confidence; it is a

i.

voce studtnts will listen to because they,know who is

speakir4..,

. Fourth, there is inheren:t in the form of auto-

biography an implicit, purpose which serves the beginning

student as stimulus, even inspiratiOn. No one writes

ar. autobiography Unless she/he thinks she/he has made a

success of his or her life. The teleology Of auto-

biograPhy is of success through struggle, whether' thet

92
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struggle be with self or with circumstance. The tele-

ology of a composition course is (ideally) much the

same. 'Thus, nearly every autobiographer serves the

student as a model for self-development, even if the

autobiographer has been the most recalcitrant of sinners,

a St. Augustine, or an Eldridge Cleaver. All of the

authors show, in one for or another, that the process of

writing about one's life is also a process of contro ling

one's life. As the students follow their models, it

becomes'apparent that the process of controlling one's

life is also a process of controlling one's language.

When students wish to expres's with some exactitude the 4
*

conditions of their existence, they become considerably

mor.=, alert tc the nuances of language because the se

affect their own-verbal image.

7

So, tAe form cf autobiography is easy to read and

interesting for t he students, while at the same time

instruct,ive about writin in som,=, of the most impo'rtant

ways. One piece of eviden.ce which suggests the success

of this kid of .writing the repeated inclusion in

composltton texts of a small group of essays, all in

the first personf Baldwin's "Notes of a Native Son,"

Orwell's' "Shooting an Elephant," Thoreau's On the

Duty of Civil Disobedience," and a few others.

..The humanist benefits of reading autobiography
4.

rerfbrce the practical'advantagei. If students study

3 j
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what human beings have written about themselves, this

puts the human experience at the center of the educational*

process, where, in the traditiorpof humanism, it bei,dngs.

. If, while we are teaching students to wri , /we wish also.

7) inculcate the values of the humanities, 4o vehicle

could be more effective than this one. As I have already
ft

pointed out, students read it with .interest and empathy,

an they accept ,(perhaps even too easily) the values of

the author. The autobiographical form, then, broadens

their awareness of other conditions of human existence,

ctner values, and other goals than those they bring

with ;them to. class. Whatever the issue, whatever the

degree of controversy and whatever the distance from

the students' own Jives, from human rights to oil rights,
7r*

material explained in the first person and grounded in

experiential detail will involve them more effectively

and re-rain wit: them longer than any other approach to
I

tne same issues. Thus;' reading autobiography transmits

ipr4critod cult

tical needs of the writing class.

III

as serving the prac-

Writing autobiography offers many of the same

advantages as reading autobiography. For the student

it is interesting and motivating to write; for the

instructor it is interesting and rewarding to read.

94
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PUting aside this last advantace as gratuitous, we can

consider the perhaps obvious benefits of students

interested ii investigating their' lives and motivated

to write about them. It is axiomatic that interested

and motivated students produce better essays. Given

the insecurity characteristic of this group of students,

perhaps even more important, is the authority writing
%

1
autobiography confers. No onk else knows more about

the subject than the studftnt writer. This absolutely

eliminates all plagiarism (which, I have found, is the

result less of laziness than of fear of being wrong).

Students cannot plagiarize their own lives and beliefs

and would not trust anyone else to do so. This subject

is so important that it cannot trusted to another

person's "help." Students may lives'

effectively or not effectively, but they will`h t write

stupidly, carelessly or fearfully: This in itse

a great boon to the teacher and a self-fulfilling success

for t!etsun since the results- will be so much better

than anything else they have attempted.

Autob% lograpHical subjects for writing also function

as great equalizers for the varied backgrounds from which

the studenOome. Whethel4 the students are young or old,

wealthy or indigent, foreign or native, learned .or

ignorant, all have had a past from which te fashion an

autobiography. Th-9re can be no "instructor's slant" to

11
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this assignment. No race, religion, or political view

has the advantage-, :ft the assignment works in favor of

anyone, it is the older students, who have somewhat more

material in their lives to choose from and who have -

usually managed to gain a bit of perspective on the

incidents.in-their pasts. If the st'udent's essays are

.shared, however, this advantage serves the rest of the

class as well, as the younger,student, find the essays

of classmates more satisfying writing models than tIle

textbook essays. latching a visible person struggle

through the self-defining peo8ess, particularly one who

has supposedly achieved the freedom of maturity, is

immeastably encouraging to younger students and rein-

forces their own efforts.

'kitotiographic.alwriting has an additional benefit

for the whole class in that it provides amidst variety,

a common topic for discussion. In whatever manner their .

essays are shared, students will be able to recognize

common problems in trying, 4..,o impose a form on the elusive

material of a life. In my class, this sharing of-essays

(through duplicating them and discussing them in small

groups) provides some of the most valuable critiques

the students' experience. The students' interest in

autobiography is intensified when the writer is a cla

mate. They take seriously their role as critics and

they eke seriously the evaluations ar suggestions

A
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offered by the other tudents. This further strengthens

the instructor's cr tigues. When students hear similar.

evaluations rom several sources, they are much more

likely to accept 'and act. on them: Discussion of their

own essays (as opposed to those in 'a text) finds them

willing to..consider such formal problems as proporition,

level of diction, unity, and coherence, problems which -

si-e. often kn.-attended when the essayS discussed are

not their own. Suddenly the problems of selecting the
.

.

right words become immediate and personal and relevant,"
. ---

to brihg back a word.from the sixties.. The attention

vh. with which they scrutinize each others' work is a model

i

of classroom involvement. The subject of a life seems to

be nearly aS '''nteresting to other students as it is to
1

the writer. .

T..

Wriing autobiography also has certain'advantages

in prornottt humanistic va;\ues, just -as reading autobiography

does. ,Fi'rst, it encourages self-reflection, an exercise

very little pursued*by -this group of students at this time

in their lives. ,(This fact is undeniable by anyone who

teaches at the community college, in spite ot what the

popular press'has to say abut the "me" generation.)

In the course of self-reflection, one of the things that

students gradually come to see is that each life is a

process ok,growth and change, an interactilin between the
* A

'self and its particular society. Students begin to see

i.

(.)7
,

.

I
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a difference between the self who is writ g (in the1'

present) and the self who is-being explai ed (in the

past)., They begin to sort out what theyehaye effected in

their lives dnd what has come about as the resultof

other forcesfamily,'gdography, or economic circumstances.

In this sorting out of present an past, causes and effects

is a budding familiarity with the historical process.

That is, a.pilit.tern perceived in the present is imposed on

material of the. past, both of which are controlled by the
,

mind of the writer.

As historical process is discovered to them, albeit

ur'lawares, so also may be some philosophic values. In

self-reflection there is a sorting 'out of what is important

in a life and an aligning of those important pieces into

a pattern of values and principlesprinciples lived,.

not principles memorized. This is, of course': the'same,

process that the great autobiographers of the past have

undergone, and which makes their works not only interest-

ing higtorical documents but timeless recordt of the

human mind. Though these students in the community college

will probably not develop in one semester the interest in

or ability to read he great autobiographies of history,

the fact that the students are, however clumsily, repeat-

ing the struggles for clar,ity and coherence contained in

those books, bath connects them with that past and

carries those humanistic values on into the f4ture.
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As autobiographical -wr' ing begins to develop his -

to ical awareness and philosO hicalspeculation, we have

already touched on two of the. thre4 major subjects of
/

humanities curriculum: the other, of course, is language
. I ,; .

I

studies. Writing autobiography requires the writer to
, I

presenea self to,an'audience.
.

Selecting and shaping
. .

that self is a process not only of` self- analysis, but

of linguistic skill. Students must study and evaluate,

however informAlly, strategies of self-analysis and

self-presentation.' Lnlhistorical models, (even recent

ones) they can find some parallels ana-feco4nize some

modpls. 'Writing autobiography and discussing this writing

sharpers critical skills as well as writing skills, and

brings to students a realization of their connection

with and dependence on earlier writing models. This
OM,

dimension of historidal awareness is u(uAlly left for

more advanced courses in he historyof literature, but

if the skcialized terminologS7 of rhetoric is omitted
.se

,

and if the writing models studied are simple ones, this

concept of historical connection can be included without

special effort at this beginning level. Igriters from

the time of Augustine have looked to established models

in the process of'shaping their .own stories; it is an ,

historical corollary of the form, and another dimension

of the humanistic tradition.
* 4'

So, autobiographical writing is'interesting and
1 Air

successful for tudents, and it also helps them to see

99 '4
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themselves, their values, and t4 circumstances of their

lives more clearly. They find that telling their stories

relies them of some confusion and Some bUrden of, affirm-

ing their presence in the class--one might call it the

"Ancient Mariner" syndrome. It e richr

ing and heal ct for most of these students who4have

a limping self-esteem. Once they have told (themselves
1

as much as anyone) who they are, they cam-much more easily

move on to other Inds of writing. It is a sort of

fundamental estatlishment of themselves as writers to say

on a typewritten page "This who I am," and a sort of

yeast to the brew of their continued writing.

III

Given Vhe advantage of autobiography as a subject for

study and as a focus for writing it might now pe useful

to consider the applications o.its forms within a cl;ass.

It is possible ...o develop a great variety within the for:n

of Autobiography': I an goirig to propose one line of
sr-

'
...

deve;opMent which I have.found succetsful.
t

Naturally, one begins with the Simple ipatternsalld

'works toward the more complex. The narrative is, of

course, the.easiest form for the student to try. As

Pointed out earlier, however, the narrative is by no.

means an uns ophisticated form; for it requires the

students to be coherent, unified, sevential 4nd selective.
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Moreover, n rative is not the end but only the beginni.ng

of th$ rhetori rms that can be *veloped-within

autobiography; and or eath' form there it a corresponding

mode of self-apprehension, whiCh, if accurately read
A

by the instructor, will suggest thestage of development

of the student's mind.

For example, most studen,ts begin to write' by diving
_ .

a Simple account of something that,happened "to" them.

When that somethin2, stops Acting on them, whetnep it be

,

a bicycle, a parent, or axave, the "story" will end: At

this stage they are aware'of themselves as being acted

upon' but not as acting themselves. Theirlives are

perceived primarily as a series of events - -rites of

I
passage, celebrations, accidents--without Much'order,

meaning, or conseuence. Certainly they are ript,aware

of themselves as controlling the direction or determin

ing the values in their lives.

This initial and simple stage of self-apprehension

can be deepened if the students are asked'to write about

an "accomplishAent." While this Assignment may still

be presented as a straightforward narrative, stUdents

become aware of themselves as acting oh and, to some

degree, -controlling their lives.) More than likely the

students will use a cause/ef?eCt organizatit in "this

piee of writing, showing that their efforts at practicing

something produced a satisfying result or that tryin

1 1
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something befdre they were ready resulted in di sastftr.

The "accomplishment" assignment also suggests to the
a

students that somewhIre,-either at the beginning Or at

the end of the paper, there shc4ild be a latemeft about

.
.

.
.

dust what was accomplished. If this is included., we
,

. .
... . 4

find that students have imposed either a deductive or *

inductive pattern on the narrative:'
("

.>

.The next step mep encourages the students to move from

an "accomplishme-nt" to a "discovery." ;n this sort of
.

progression, students begin to deal with internal

achievements (such as insights, determinations, and

control over emotiaps) as well as the external, They

miy use the assignment to relate the discovery, to clar-

ify rife discovery, or as a means.er'actually making the

discovery. At this point students become aware of w iting

as a tool for finding out what they think, or writing as

a means of thought as well as an expression of thought.
P,

That is a trethendous amount of concOltual growth in only

three writing assignments--from narration of simple

segueZce tb cause and effect connections within the frame-

work of an Inductive or deductive pattern, and from pass-
,

ive observations' to realization of accompl ents to an

exploration 'of the distinction between external and

'internal ac.hievekents. They have moved froM the percepts

lof experience to the cOnCepts of crea

doe
from writing as a tool tchiCh reflects

writing as a tool which discovers the

102
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Remarkable as this progress is, it is only the beginning

of what can be done with personal writing.

Fot example, if the students are asked to write

about a relationship, new writing patteilns will naturally
.

develop out of this assignment. First, the students

will be coaxed away from narrative to another form of

organization-illustration, definition, analysis, com-

parison/contrast, or whatever they need to render the

relationship clearlyandisatisfactorily. The students

. become aware that there is more than one person aeting

in this relationship; there are two or more people

interacting, which complicates the pattern considerably.

rFurther, most relationship are long term affairs, and.'

so the students must condense several years -into a few

paragraphs, which is much more d-ificult than compress-

ing an event of a few hours or et/en a few days. In

the discussion of a relationship, the orgapization will

very,likely take as guideposts qualities rather 'than

events, which requires - students to explores and

ideas as well as facts, i.e. to think analytically s>c,

well as describe` concretely.

Other forms of exposition, and other modes of

autobiography can hke explored by/other writing assign:-
0

ments. Student's can explain reasons for their beliefs,
41b

attitudes or changes, in the time-hopored mode of the

confession. They can defend.their prprences atd,
103
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prejudices'in the manner of the apologia, or they can

defend in a different sense their vulnerable inner 14ves

by creating roles or masks projecting the way they wish ,

to be seen.1 They can argue for a political, intellectual,

or social position based on their own hard-wrought exper-

fence. Any and all of these writing tasks will challenge

them to explore new forms, of writing while still ground-

ing their essays in material that is familiar and imrtant

to them.

Literar as well as expository possibilities 'exist

wlthin this form also. Each year, a few of my students

chose to experiment with'it. Usually, without my dir-

ection or any written models from their readings, one

or two students will turn in an exploration of an interior

state of mind, much in the malver of ti story by Virgnia

Woolf, and written for the'sake Qf the exploration rather

*
'than for the sake of any discovery or change that comes

out of it. (This is a somewhat more sophisticated stage

of the third assignmene4I discussed, on "discoveries.")

While I do not assign such experiments as these in a

freshman composition course (they might be more

appropriate for creative writing) they nonetheless

\regularly if infrequently turn up, suggesting that some

students are PThologically ready fOr and interested in

a more complex type of writing than the-standard

autobiographical forms. Recognizing this, an instructor

4
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can easilyoffer such students more challenging assign-

ments for tht duration of the course. Such-experiments

are worth sharing with the rest of the class, for this

kind of writing done by a clas'sm'ate impresses the

students thuch more than if1it had been done by Virginia

Woolf or 'James Joyce, and greatly expands their ideas

about what writing is and of what they as writers can do.

Even'tf they will not be required to rea' or write in

this style as dental technicians or engineers, it makes

them aware of
)

dimensions in language th have neverel\

before considered.,

IV.

Any of these experiments in autobiographical writing

are valuAle exercises for indicating to the instructor

the state of the stude 'nt's mental development, as well

as for encouraging the student's own Skill, confidence

and clarity of vision. Once students dan assign order,
.

meaning, and direction to even a small segment of their

lives, they have enough control to explore, progress, and

accomplish in other types of writing. Moreover, they

become eager write, for they have discovered that they

have something of their own -to say, a reason for saying

it and an audience for whom to say it well.

Therefor, after students haue, demonstrated an ease

and an ability to write in the autobiographical mode,

105
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A the instructor withes to encourage them to write in

'other forms as a complement and counterbalance' to the

personal writing, one would wish to make this trans-*

ition without loSing the authority, directness, and

immediacy personal writing has offered. I will suggest

three ways I have found to, do this without sacrificing

the continuity of the class or the quality of the students'

writing.

.The first way constructs a bridge between their lives

and the material they have ready. I ask the students to

connect anything in their lives with any of the auto-
,--

biOgraphical essays in the ttxt. This assignment requires

the to draw parallels between their lives and the life

of a person they know only through print, by recognizing

a similarity of circumstance, orcharaeter, of attitude,

etc. It is a major step toward an intellectual connection

with the world of history, literature and ideas conveyed

through the written word. The discoveries the students
A

make are often startling and always original, gratifying

to the teacher and the student as the beginnings of

analytic thought. In this writing assignment, since it

is partially based on ';objective" material, one can

enter into arievaluation df the logic as well as the

styletof the writing. The form'of the writing, though

it develops naturally out of yte parallels recognized,

will usually emerge as a comparison/contrast forMat, which

106
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the students may not.yet 'have 'tried. Thus, there will

be certain formal elements, of both content and organ-

ization, which unify all the writing attempts.and

provide the basis for discussion'at a mode challenging

intellectual level than the previous assignMents..

A second successful approach tO expository writing

that is still grounded' in the personal and immediate

allows the students to analyze another member of the

class iAorder yo help improve hii or her writing. In

a one-to-one situation4Where both students know each

other, the writer recognizes a clear purpose and audience

for this assignment and is still able to speak in the

first person with the authority bes;pwed by familiarity

with the other person's writing. If the class has been

sharing essays all along (which, as' I have menti2)ned

above, has numerous benefits)n the assignment to

critique the writing of sp fellow student is only a

natural extension of, group discussions. These discussions

twill have built the writer's confidence in his or her pow-

ers Of analygis. Because of this prior experience at

critiquing, the writer brings to this assignment the

same authority which she/he has been writing alczout his

or her own life. Further, there is a clear reason and c

a clear, consequence for the essay. By helping another
a

student recognize features of his or her }writing, dthe
6

function of the analysis is made immediate and concrete.

1U7
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-The-"reality' of this writing assignmeRt is an additional

4

motivation. The assignment is valuable not only .to the
-

writer, but also to the critic. It usually reinforces'

the suggestions of the instructor (which have, been-made

privately and in writing,pot verbally and to'the group)

and.)provides a more tangible and lasting piece of eval-

uation than -the discussions have given.

Students must have had exposure to about thiTe-

papers by another student to begin to recognize styistic.

features of that writing. But if these page s have been

discl;sed separately in class; the writer s no trouble

linking them,and identifying the emerging patterns.

From my expei-ience with this assignment, I can testify .

4

.
that it is enormously successful.

The'thii-d suggestion I have 'for sustaining the

-interest ancr power of personal Writing, while moving into

"objective" subjects, is to give the students a long

piece of autobiograp14.cal writing, preferably a complete,

book, and ask them to write on this subject. ByJentering

into what is in'effect another' tne-to-one relationship
0

(though this time with a person they can know Only through
41

his or her writing), students are able to sustain the

same interest in a life and'the same connection with the

*rson about whom they aiT writing as they were with the

assignment just discussed.

The types of writing assignments which can grow out

108 -6
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of this reading are unlimitedfrom simple (or not so
e , 0

/imple)

summaries- of the autobiography, to analysis -of

7'the author or,the-st e, too search on iihe person and/

or What is more important than the particular.

kinds of writing attempted (which will in any case be

governed by the type of alithor and material in the book)

is to,give the students
/
enough of the wilitipg of a single

person so that they cambecome familiar with its form,
Mk,

s,tyle, and point of view. As 144.th essays evaluating the

Writing of other students, the stUdient writer must have
A

a' certain quantity of words before she/he can begin to -7

see the patterns, and a single essay -is not erfough.

The reading and thoughtful considerationa ,of a com-

plete'autobilraphy by each stuMent may be supplemented

by reading and discuss on of one or more autobiographies

by the whole class. T is leads naturolly to a consider- 41

ation of generic forms or, in simpler words, to thinking,

about what makes a good autobia0graphy. By Aime
OF 111

students have written parts of their own autobiographies,

read segments of autobiographilgs from perhaps twenty

persons, plus one or more full length bookS, they have

--a firm understanding of what 'makes an autobiography good.

11When I ask them to rate the auto (ograph4es they have

read according to some priri les of excellence, they

come up with Many of the same qualities that:the leading

critics of au tobiography have lis,fed: a sense of the

IUD
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essence of the person, a sense of completeness to the

life, a sin ity and openness in tone, a structural

kincipleNpflear sense of audience, a vivid prose

style. Most oft-these qualities every writing teacher

tries to instill in her students. Thesestuaents come

to recogrze and to "own" these critical principles,

through using them, not just through hearing about them.

Tt is a long road to th*.kpoint when the class as

a whole can discuss an abstract concept such as form,

but it is not, let me stress, a tedious one. It is

marked by a sense of accomplishment and the developing

awareness of their potential at
r
every step of the way.

The essays are coRpistently-interesting and more care-

fully thoUght out than even the most provocative list of

teacher-invented assignments could possibly stimulate.

There is e of personal growth, a sifting of values

. as w-dt.l ming of writing skills. Humane values are

transm itted both through the readings and the writings

with an rnmediacy not quickly laid aside. Applying

. their developing skills and perceptions to situations

that are right in front of them and helping another

student write a better essay brings a refreshed--or per-
.

haps newborn -- belief in the power and efficacy of

language, particularlitheirown language.
-.4.

In short, autobiography is a great motivator and an

r<

expediter of the learning process iritnglish co osition.
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It instills confidence and incentive in.students who have
4

little of either. It prompts them to consider philo-

sophic values and historical process as well as experiment

with bAsic patterns of writing. If the students use-these

intellectual parapqms largely unaware of thetrisignif-

icance; the exercises will nonetheless prepare them for

later encounters with the hitory of thought. The genre

of autobiography is an effective vehicle for expression

of history, social values, aesthetic form, and linguistic-

skills all because it seems simply to be a story cf one

person's life. It does not preach so much as simply

c:77e_rse; it does not come.attached with a label of high,

culture, but rather with a label of truth, which the

students feel they can trust. Autobiography is one means

of integrating the students' education with their lives

and of allowirl" a skills class to become a humanities

class, in a humane way.
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1

The cieation of a mask is a legitimate if unusual
autobiographical activity, as evidenced by writers such
as Gibbor4*Who. screen and protect, their inn9r selves this
way. A petson,needs considerable skill to write a con-
vincing mask,'and often those students who attempt this
form are among the better writers as well as-the more
sophisticate 0 thinkers in the class. They are aware of
the distinction between the self or selves inside the
writer, anq the selective projection of the self on the
page. WheAlthey choose to defend their priyacy by pro-
jecting a deliberately chosen ro,le, they will often
embellishthis role with humor and vivid description'
deflecting with.enter_tainment the curiosity of their
peerP. This strategy is effective for the class as well
as the individual for it demonstrates to the class the
artpinvol'ved in self-depiction, and tft importance of
tone, peispevtive, detail, and authorial control in a
way that the simpler, "sincere" autobiographical essays
do not. The class is usually Vick to detealt.a role
as role-and ;En discuss the writing formally,while
respeccillg tIPT-rivacy of the author.
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LEARNING TO WRITE SENTENCE:BY SENTIENCE:

A MODULAR 4PPROAdi TO ENGLISH COMPOSITION

PETER L. SHARKEY

L.

(

Beginning with the false optimism which character-

izes most '14rveys about language skill problems, let us

pretend that most of us agree onthe following easy con-

elusions facing community college teachers today:

(1) Students often exhibit an inability to
organize their ideas coherently and develop
them in writing and spe ch.

(2) Stddents cannot Feed with care, precision,
and comprehension.

!;c one situation, car; be pinpointed as the cause-of these

language defic..ienCies,. Although we know that a major

factor in successful use of language skills is fresuent

exercise of those .skil\ls, -too few. individuals have exper-
t.

ience in careful reading and writing or in reading with

4,
precision and comprehenC..on. It cannot bedoubted that

Education, too, must bear its share of the blame for the

the influence of television has been pervasive, with a

consequent decline in reading and writing. As the atti-
,.

tude of the American public toward the importance of

A language proficien4y has changed, the opporturx4ty to

hear eloquent speech and to read well - written; works of

English literature has become increasingly unavailable.

de?iciencies observed in the American public. For too

40
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long there has been an unwillingness on the part of iduc-

ational institutions to recognize that the quality of

communication has been declining and that changes are

necessary.

If, then, these are common, central concerns of .

the comTunity college, the following general.goals for up-

grading language skillsrshould leap readily to mind:

(1) Developing within students the desire to
improve language skills.

(2) Requiring Sionstant exercise of reading,
writing and speaking-and expecting
disciplines tb attend carefully to these
skills by written and verbal comment.

(3) Integrating language skills in all courses, ----,, _

, whether technical,
*-
vocational, or general

education.
\

#

Any.community college program designed to addresS these

goals should reach as broad a spectrum of .the college

populp4.:ion as possible. A number of.approdkhes can ber.

sed to meet the varying needs of a disparate student

body. However, any program should include a proced.,re

to measure the minimum language skill level that will

be. acceptable for all community college graduates.

These are reasonable goals which could beeffected
-. ,

in a variety of ways without unnaturally reversing the

direction erf most community colleges. But since such

discb5sions about change must take place within the
>

communities which can .support implementation, we will
k.

not be surprised to hear different version% of the prob-
,

lem with different conclusions and recommendations.
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One institutional response to these concerns is a program

offered at the College of Marin (California). "Learning

to Wra.te Sentence by Sentence" is ja curriculum designed
4

to promote increased student awareness Cori quality in

communication and concentret)ed exercise in writing; by

implication, it suggests,a model for adaptation to other

discipli4s, to other programs, and to other institutions.

It contains both those elements which are universal to'

all language proficiency programs and those which are

unig._:e to t'nis particular campus setting.

Tnis course of study is designed for the student
*

whc is about to try his hand at the expository essay.

It assumes that the student is an individual who has

something to say and relies heavily upon the desire of

the student to find out if this is the case within the

special confines of a course of study. It proceeds tc,

challenge student to write at a college

level, lest the essays whiCh he produces in time become

childishly .correct in grarytar and supefyilt-ly uilittrest-
,

'ing.' The course is not designed to "cool out" th student

who secretly knows that he should not be at college;,

it is offered to the student who has always felt that

// his writing is indeed a mirror of his intellect but

has known neithe4 where to place the 'reflector in

'relation to himself and the light of the outside world

non how to 'maintain its-natural luster. From the start,
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this course expects the student' to regar& the full image
,4!

'of his mind in ambitious word structures - -full statements
A

Which may be shaped into grammaticalopredications.

FurthermOre, it-assumes that the student has thought in

sent at some point in his life, even if he has not

written so before, and that he must not be discouraged

from composingin Sentence-like structures before he knows

the grammar to do so ecorrectly and consistently.

This course s'iresses the fact that nkaning lies

curled up'in,metaphors, something like the buds of a

rose, whidh Open up -in'the proper conditions. Values

are tightly clustered and enfoliated,in these buds of

perception and language. When we communicate thgm in

writing to others, our responsibility 'is tb create a

verbs} context, the sentence iri this case, which has

the conditions for finding, adopting, and creati-ng

structures which suit our "value kernels" and conduct
,

their growth: Our yo.p..isalc structures are images of these

r value systems.

Since the sente e always has at Agastone grammatical

.
-

nucleus, the central predication, it stands to reason that

the welter should try tb center his writing iethe buds
P

of his perceived values. Bringing his main idea i

nto

the center of his sentence emphatically focuses and

expands the field of the reader's vision. Saying what

) we mean then, in one sense, means ordering thi% predication

k
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in an emphatic, unself-conscious manner. In describing

archsitecture,for instance, one's choice of details is pulled

toward some central interest that is being evaluate The

detai1A.begin to spin centripetally about the nucleustof

predication --something' like a whirlpool or a galaxy.

It goes without saying that learning to read trial sen-

tences and drafts is as much an exercise in discovering

and focusing viewpoints as it is a worrying over spellin'g,

and punctuation. These operations become,more and more

integrated with practice.

Thinking ire sentences', free of the pressure to snap

out somethin.g clever on the spot, one rotates the buds o

value in the sunlight of memories and cares. Neverthe-

less, the hander And lightning of spoken gttbursts and

jfogs .d showers cf conversationS have a perfect

right, in fact, an 'honored place, in essays. How drab

longer pieces of writing would be without the human touch

of real speech to relieve the intellectual staterte.

To learn about the differences between written predication

and conversation is to realize that introducing the "real

world" of speech into,compositions is a matter of making

literary choices related purely to allowing ideas to

flower and grow-
,

This self-paced'course' forces the student to think

before writing and does so in a rather muscular,

uncomprising and unpatronizing way. The instructions.
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within units have a rhetorical and complicated bent. The

first unit, for instance, offers material which iS in

itself irresistable but is wrapped in a fairly difficult

cover to test the student's initial will,to engage and

consult. The progressive structure and tone of the units

is calculated to make the student hazard verbal images'of .

the self which he can master within the conventional

grammar preSently under consideration. To make .tbo much

of tne conventions before the act of conceiving "something

to say" is to prescribe` imitative form upon a mind which

must be taught gradually that grammatical syntax is indeed

a natIal good.

It is also no longer safe nor wise to assume that

any student''Who elects,to learn about sentences.before

writing expository essays has just left &bone-head

grammar class or a production-line high School. The profile

of current community college enrollments argues that

teachers, and their couises must be ready and willing to

meet an incredibly diverse student body on its on indiv-,

idual grounds and to be sensitive to its different back-

grounds and needs. This self-paced course can afford to

:preserve standards while customizing instruction.

What follows is a part of the student portion of

that modular curriculum, "Learning to Write Sentence By

Sentence."' It contains the general introduction, the

course of study, a sample of one predication unit, and

1 1 S.
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an outline of subsequent Predication units for a student

reader. Each unit stresses one concepeand includes
,r

objeotives, assignments, discupsions, suggested supplemen-

tary n.rk and a posttest.

II

t

4ARNIN TO WRITE SENTENCE BY SENTENCE

hn Introd;iction

Good college writing is not the art of making verbs

agree with subjects, or the art of avoiding comma splices,

or even the art of being original. These are etbordinate

arts which have a contribution to make to good writing;

but they are not its essence. Good writing is effective

and accurate communication. A good writer must in the

filst place have something to say. But he is a writer

because he can transfer _that "something," which originally

exists pnly in his imaginatioC into the imagination of

other people with a minimum amount of cooperation upon

their part. Ttis transfer cannot, of course, be direct;

it mist be achieved by the manipulation of arbitrary

symbols, words, written on paper. Successful writing is

an astonishing achievement when it is considered closely,

and the student who expects to mater the art without a

lot of'effort is.very foolish indeed.

But what do wemean by "something to say "? Perhaps

once in a thousand instances, outside at EAglish composition
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0 class, we really Want to communicate a simple "something."

We want.to describe the Grand Canyon or a friend or a

concert: Perhaps we want to narrate, to explain the

order in which particular events took place. We might

want to describe the sequence of events which 101 to our

being busted, mistakenly, for selling grass. We mig
I

ht'

want
%
to send to a friend at another college our recipe for

crepes or home brew (recipes are really a kind..of narrative).

Ian such instances it is possible that what you want to

communicate is a simple term, a noun, modified by

appropriate qualifiers.

But it is unlikely. Even in the instances given

above, it is probably that what you really want to

communicate is not a modified noun but a sentence. If

you she ld be interrupted in your writing, for instance,

by your roommateiwanting to know what you are doing, you

might reply, "I am writing to the judge about my arrest."

Here, "about my, arrest" is a simple noun subject. But

you Would surely mean, "I am writing to te judge to.

explain that the sequence of events which led to my arrest

clearly proves that it was a case of mistaken identity."

In other words, your real intention would not be properly

represented by a noun; your real intention would be

properly summarized in a sentence.

Some General Concepts nd Goals

lSince all of th e basic principles of composition-
,
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operate in composing a sentence, the following course

of study will stress that a good sentence, like a good

essay or a good-book, requires a reasoned organization,

-a point of view, a consistent and appropriate tone, form,

and diction. Put in an ideal light, our goal is to

achieve good correspondence between the sentence you

compose and the act of thinking or imagining which it

seeks to convey. To describe our goal in simplest terms"

14 to foster simple-minded, uninteresting, timid, and

mechanical ,scribbling. Let's put our goal another way:

you must try to compose accurate sentences whose structures

reflect and embOdy their theses and which have an emphatic

tone and point of view. There, given "something to say,"

the form and sense shbuld come together in a good sentence.

This ¶urse of study will teach you an attractive, albeit

unnerving, variety of approaches to this end. You must

be ready sometimes to walk through a field of eggs and

at other times in pastures of waving grain. The purpose

of thi% introduction has been to give you poise and con-

fidence at the starting line; it has been written deliber-

ately to make you read it slowly and thoughtfully. You

will be warned again and again that the craft of force-

ful Writing cannot be practiced well without the art of

critical, perceptive reading - of both your owp work and

that of others.

121
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Resources, Materials, and Connections

To take this 'curse you will need:

1.. The units themselves, completed in order,

one at a time.

2. The Manual. 1
,

3. Agood-'portable dictionary.

4. A,tutor who can be consulted on'a weekly

basis at a regular hour;

Learning Activities

The learning activities prescribed in each unit

afp quite Similar. Careful reading of the text of the

uniand exhaustive study and memorization of rules in

The Manual are absolutely necessary. Specimens from

student compositions are to be rewritten as prescribed..

Identifications of grammatical distinctions azi, frequently 1_

demanded. The, dictionary will be needed periodically.

Quizzes are sometimes given to prove your mastery over

various technical points-of grammar and punctuation.

You will be requested from time to time to compile' lists

of terms'Itd concepts gathered frOm the "outside'world"

of newspapers, television, and conversation. And most

of all, since this is a course in writing, you will be

expected to compose a variety of statements on some

fairly interesting topics.

General Goals of the Predication Units

In the following five units you will be asked to

122
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compose serieeof descriptive sentences about a var-
o cp,

lety of eUbjects. You will analyze your own work as well

as similar work of other students, and you will re-write

4

t

extensively In writing and re-writing, the general,

goals will be7to produce an accurate sentence which'is

correct in grammar, punctuation, spelling, and capital-
..

ization. It must alsp qmbodY some particular point of

,view4towards its'subject-- a reason for remarking upon

it and "something to say" about it-- although this need

be no more chin a strong impression such as "Isn't it

beautiful ?" or "Isn't it ugly?" You sould not tie

up your tongue at first trying to be too stylish;

yod willkaVe plenty et pppor.tunitieg ttthe right

times to call on the Alses of artistic inspiration

who, given half a chance to operAte in a reasonably
.

neat seciipg, turn out to be surprisingly liberal

with their "graces.".

The. Course ottudy

This composition course has three majOr.sections

which are designed tq be studied in order. They are

Predication, Language, and SOtak. The units within
.

the sections must bePtken one at a time in sequence.
,s

The tilpdtg and order of the msignmeAs must be honored

"blOcaUse the experience is essentially a condensed version

of a much longer and far more leisurely course of study .

(a lifetime of reading_and writing). This is not to say

123
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that you must ,not work lateral* other siting or

grammar projects which you might happen upon at the same

time. Heaven forbid that your browsing, invdStigating,

or,reading throu the materials should be out off by

some irrational compulsion to "grind 'out" a certain unit.

But the course does make sense in its present order.

It s possible, however, once you have worked your way

down the road of predication assignments, to work sim-

ultaneously,on parts of the language and syntax units.

Since you are relatively free to work at your own

pace, the language section of the course will offer ypu

the best opportunity to make tracks because it entails

more routine work and memorization than ti others.

Assignments and quizzes have been designed to bring your

mechanical grammar skills up to scratch while you are

doing parallel writing assignments.- The Predication

Units, however, must be done first and in a rather

strictly presftkibed order. You will understand this

regimen better as you advance.

As you finish units or parts of units, be sure to
rt

save all of the writing ?.th4:ch you do because it will be

used again in subsequent assignments. Let's learn tc;

write sentence bysentence one step at a time.

124
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Predication Unit 1

Assignment:

c.)

125

Accurate and Emphatic Description

*To recognize the simple Sentence.
*To correct sentence fragments.
*To make,subjects and verbs agree.
*To correct spelling and capital
ization errors.

*To identify key metaphors.
*To improve central predications.
*To evaluate point of view.
*To compose an accurate descriptive
sentence in which the grammar,
spelling, and capitalization are
correct and the point of view is
Clearly and emphatically exessed

Compose a sentence of at least twenty-
five words which describes the hills

* around the college.,

The enterprise of Kr1.,ing reve_a conittantly4low well

we know and control what we think. When we sit down to

compose a simple description, the words that we
4
select

communicate what is on our minds", at just that moment of

rwriting. If we have sorted out our, subject from other

41111/
pressing interests, such as th emperature of the class-

room and last night's the words will much more

:
likely reflect thoughts exclusively about our subject.

Our,lives should ma ke our writing more discriminating.
4 ,

.

The very act of composition helps us .to be more thoughtful.

Sometimes we areo.so distracted by other interests (My car

is running in a tow -away zone by. the chem. lab!) that it

takes at least one draft just to make us realize how far

.away we are mentally from the specific task of thinking

before us. In short, we often drag much more into the

14.ctures which Our words create than is appropriate,to our
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//
_writng purpose. Given only a few words with which to

identify and characterize the hills in all of their

geographical and atmospheric complexity, our verb*

attention is tested to the limit. How can we make our

feelings about ourselves and about our perceptions into

an accurate and int resting verbal portrayal of the

reality of the hill_ themselves for a reader who has

little personal or sympathetic interest in us? How do

we go about identifying and adjusting our viewpoint as

writers?

Perhaps it will help to an'alyze how other studer.t

writers have acted in the same situation. Let's test a

few examples for concentration, accuracy, liveliness and

control. This first example was obviously written on the

first day of class after a leisurely summer vacation:

The calmness of a densely wooded hillside is
disturbed only by a young runner., barefooted,
who is late to class.

A\.

Ae advent of school, with all the assignments and pressures,

',is at war %lath this writer's summer, and the little sentence:

proves to be his battleground.

But before we discard this honest effort as a refusa,1

to deScribe in detail the hit's themselves as assigned,

let's discuss it from a more limited compositional point

jpf view. How would you describe the relationship, between

the form ,of his sentence (especially the order in which

things have been presented for our consideration) and the

12
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writer's viewpoint? What are the key words which present

-') ideas ?,. Does the writer feature'and develop.ideas? Is

the runner near or far? Does it matter? Is this an

accurate picture of the hills? 'What literary touches do

you perceive?

Since running late to class was still on 01;1r-writer's

mind as he wrote, his appreciation of the calm of the

hills, which is obviously more appropriate for his, writing

purpose; did not have a chance to develop. His perception

of the objective reality has,been diverted, and so his

vertbal °description has been shaped accordingly. Despite
Ar

his mental preoccupation, the grammatical form of the

sentenbe.does communicate a feeling of completeness, a'

sense of purposeful movement from one place to-another.

The featured quality of the hills is indeed the grammatical

subject of the sentence; the rest of the statement dramatizes

a contrast which draws our attention away from the subject

of the assignment. For whatever it is worth, we have a

story rather than a picture.

The next example was written by a student 'who

grabbed up his writing materials and flew fromlitlie class-
;

room the moment he heard e assignmedt. Although we

never learn why escape was uppermost in his mind at that

moment of composition, it certainly affects his description:

Tree tops reaching 1y to the Heavens--over proud
and inviting -- teasing one to venture into the
hill's vast domain--beginning with only low curves
then rising ever steeper to culminate at a little
shack.

1'
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When asked to describe the hills, which were quite familiar

to him, why did he have to run outdoors at once for a first-

hand, pulsing inspiratiOn"? Had he no confidence in the

relative quiet of his memory and thought as a source for

telling details and a conceptual frame for his picture?

Or was he merely uncomfortable-lp class? A

Psychological speculation aside, we read that his

"tree tops" appeat to be "reaching," "inviting" and

"teasing," which indicates a fairly common projection 0

his own desires upon inanimate nature. The trees have

become characters in the little nature theater of his

description. -Certain kinds of accuracy are sacrificed

to such heart-pounding enthusiasm, regardless of its

s....ncerity. Striking vistas in nature should excite and move

us deeply, but if such unbridled, open sentiment gives

`rise to travelogue language such "v4pt domain" and

"even steeper," it' i§ probably uncon ncing. For all

the huffing and buffing, it is impossi to know from

the statement as it stands what or who is "beginning."

The laws of time, space and grammar have been suspended

.aS the writer throwshis perceptions emotionally around

the scene.- His words follow a line of vision that blurs

and the returns to-focus with a bump on an improbable

detail--the shack. The fiain theme is "desire" which

tt4 repetition of dramatiC language conveys. We are

left with a mystery about-the relevancy of emotion.

12s
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Here is another selection which raises questions
t A

about the purpose of describing the frame of the writer's

perception:

A mountain woman, oblivious.to all going on around
her, a sleeping princess awaiting the lover's kiss.

-4
While "tree tops" brought us shaking into a hyperactive

world of vivid, uncontrolled perception and emotion, "a

mountain wRzan" withdraws just as suddenly into a memorial'

or literary world of shadowy legends and vague maRe-

believes. Beside the fact that Mt. Tamalpaisis only one

of the many hills around the college (so long, accuracy),

or that it looks like a sleeping maiden only from one

particular and distant point of view, the legend of the
ip

leeping princess is the privileged information of rather

ew Marin inhabitants -. This description leans rather

eavily upon an external, literary crutch, and it must

appear, therefore,'to'be incomplete and privat7, perhaps

even cute, to a majority of common readers who honestly

iexpect an accurate description. Describing the hills as
4

a reclining woman might prove effective if we could make

the reader see some details, but we must bear in mind

,

that his "imaginative" approach will inevitably Testri4

the writer viewpoint to only a part of the scene. Such

are the dangers of a sudden retreat into an "artsy-closet."

So snug is the legend in our writer's memory that the

reference to it momentarily pr4otects him from the assign-

ment. This description and the previous one reveal two
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.extreme:kinds of subjective response to a request for ate.

serious verbal version of pondered experience. It

requires more awareness of what' we think than we might

have supposed at the outset.

Sobyy have we been trying to untangle and decode

the last two e?forts at describing the hills that we

Y
failed to notice that neither were grammatical sentences.

Absence 'of emotional focus and mental framing often

results in fragmentary verbal constructions. Let's pause

for #a moment to r view a few basic grammatical require-

l'\
merits for sentencfs and also to acquire%some more technical

tools for handling verbal structures. Read and study the

following brief passages in The Manual.. Then complete

the .illustrative exercises found within these pages:

Chapter 1 Simple Sentence, ,pp% 11

Chapter 8 Fragment erp. 46-51

Chapter 9 PrOication pp. 52-57

Chapter 13 Subject/Verb pp. 75-81 '

Agreement

If you still have doubts about your mastery of these basic

distinctions and definitions after wrestling will

Manual, go over your exercises with a tutor. It ill be

impossible to advance in'our progressive course of study

without absolute mastery over these fundamentals of grammar.

Now you are ready to examine the relationship between

,grammatical structure, point of view and expressive epphasis
O

in the selection of descriptions on the next page. Each
I 30
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should be treated as a little essay on the hills. Read

them analytically, underlining once the simple subject

and twice the main verb of eachsentence or of each

independent clause within each sentence. Correct the errors

of spelling and apit ization which divide our reading

attention. Keep the dicti nary at your side. Chase every

rabbit that moves. Does th- statement stand on its own

two feet? Is it grammatically complete? Has it a subject

and predidate? Do you feel t'he need to add something to

or delete from it? Finally, is it true?

Also, since our reading together has been concen-

trating upon the particular ways,eac4 writer has been

looking at the hills, what I have been calling "point

of view," you will find your own analysis of "where'the

writer is coming from" much easier if you will note the

10i

two or three most striking or emphatic words in each

sentence. IdentiJfy these words with a circle and try

to figure out whether the writer introduced them accidentally,

in the heat of the assignment or coolly and strategically as

an act of composition. Contemplate the relationship of

the writer's ideas and his pudi6ation.

Student Samples:

Tree Tops reaching up the Heavens - -over proud
and inviting--teasing one to ventuse into the
hill's vast domain--beginning with only low
curves then rising ever-steeper to'culminate
at a little shack.
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2. A'mountain woman, oblivious to all going on
around her, a sleeping princess awaiting the
lover's kiss.

-3. The calmness of a densly wooded hillside is
disturbed only by a young runner, bare footed
who is late to class.

4. When I look out the windows at the hills surround-
ing the coll4ge I see Mt. Tamampais towering
above everything below as though it were a mother
watching over her children.

5. Mt. Tamalpais and the surrounding hills, in
their majesty, oversee the college as if they
were the king and. his court protecting their
.subjects.

6. To gaze upon, tte majic mountian defussed in
swril2ing green of deuce foliage, earie but
seen through amaze of barren tenicals reaching.),

.from the tree near by, paints an eary but
majestic Panorna.

7. My inward parts ,move through the rythem of these
hills which exist in mind's eye and the gentle
spirit that so forms an everlasting image of
peach, tranquility, and love.

8. His bOoks forgotten for the moment,the student
drifts in dreamy fantasy on the school-lawn
grass, his eyes gazing half-attentive;.y at the
image of the distant hills,,their velvety-brown
chapparal spreading up the sides like caressing
fingers in the strong, lazy heat.

9. The hills surrounding the college are covered
with tire tracks Land footprints and dump trucks
and bodies and spit and cigarette butts and
concrete walls and signs that say "authorized
personnel only' and stairs-and dogs, and some-
timesf, if you look hard, you can see grass and
ivy and trees. Jt.

10. In'tke wind torn purple mountains of the Rockies,
in the greatest gray waters of the 'ocean storm,
in the burned red loneliness if Arizona deserts,
do I yet yearn for the passive pink sunsets
singing the glories that announce the green N.11s
of Marin.

132
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11. M . Tam is the green "sleeping lady"
o erlooking the College of Marin-Kentfield
a ea, the Mill Valley area, and the coastal
ange of Marin County..

12. The comforting, familiar, but thirsty hills
that surround College of Marin are finall rec-
eiving their long awaited drink which is turning

qg
the hard crumbly earth to rich brown mud.

13. As we the aspiring students of this college, look
around our surroundings at the school, we can
see to one side a high spreading range of ever-
greens covering mountains peak, while on the

III

other s' of the spreading campus we have a
rolling lmost barren looking, wind-swept
hill, co ered with wild flowing wheat.

14. Rising like a green pyramid from the top of the
Student Union Building Mt. Tam commands the
viewers attention with the lower tree-studded
hills paying homage to it like slaves to their
master.

it.

Let's work on one together just to get the hand of

When I look out the windows at the hills surrounding
the college)I se Mt. Tarnalpais Gowe .371\abov
everything below as though it were atchin)
over her children.

Sometimes the overture and curtain-raising become more

important than the show itself. The self-conscious wind-
..

up (I look, I see) presents a false, or superficial point

`1.. of view--an unnecessarily polite side-note concerning time

and place. That is not to say that a writer should never

use "I" to(present an idea, but.there is no point in

shining the spotlight upon yourself only to duck back

behind the curtain. Because "I see" is the central

predication (the grammatical lever which controls the

balance and movement of the entire sentence) a dramatic

4
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contrast exists between "I," the writer (s6bject), and

"towering" Tamalpais (object), a contrast which is far

less interesting and more superficial than the forceful
.fe

"idea"_which fo'lows. Should we have to wade, through

such mind mechanics to get to the writer's chief idea-

a towering, protective mother? Our writer senses a

dramatic comparison--a metaphor--between the mountain

as tower/mother and the hills/college/students as her

children, but he is too timid to state it forthrightly.

What if we helped him by rewriting slightly, by moving

the commanding metaphor (towering) into the driver's

seat of the sentence, into the subject/verb position of

predication:

r
Mount Tamalbais .c;ieri)above the hills and college
below as though if were a mother watching over
her children who return her caring looks from the
windows of our classroom.

You may wish to "finetune" the second half of this sen-

tence to make it more expressive of our writer's thesis

which points a special contrast between nardre and man.
1

Each of the sentences whi,ch we have before us for

study is strikingly individual despite hackneyed and trite

phrases which distort particulars and ruin the overan

effect. Each typically formulates its viewpoint in a

self-organizing manner which challenges our attention.

In discovering where one writer's thought runs off the

-track, we Trpay also find an unexpected resource of memory

or feeling which needs rerouting within the little world

4. 134
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Thf the descrLptive sentence. How curious it is tobehold

the transormation of a time-worn term such as "majesty,"

for instance, into' an appropriate servant of the "regal"

point of view of the following sentence:

Mt. Tamalpais and the surrounding hills, in their.
majesty, oversee the college as if they were the
king and his court protecting their subjects.

Once again, a metaphor commands the writer's field of

vision which has been efficiently shaped into the conceptual

frame for his assertion. Once we have detected the regal

comparison between,the mountain and he king, the hier-

archical contrast between regent and subjects clicks

neatly into place.

As we proceed together through this course of study,

you will learn to recognize point of view and thesis (a

more narrow or efficient version of viewpoint) by their
Y

syntactical forms: contrast, comparison, enumeration,

definition, causeand effect. You will be able to trace

your way quickly and directly from the key metaphors and

terms as they appear (within and without the conventionally

critical position's of the sentence) to an identification

and grasp of the idea expressed by the writer--who is

usually yourself: The ecology bias of sentence number

9, for example, which is based upon a sentimental contrast,

will announce itself to you through the writer's confusion

of grammatical parts; the topographical distancing of number

13 and the geographical pedantry of number 10 come
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into focus; the vague kind of sensuality expressed in

4 'zItimbers 6 and 8 will be easier to handni; and the triumphs

--ofI2--and 14 will make great sense.

After you have digested all of this and worked over

- the sentences, perhaps even discUssed them with your tutor

or grandmother, being alwtys sure to stop short of exhaustion

and grubby nitpickin , select two sentences which you like

'''Iwell enough to rewri e. Try to bring their points of view

into emphatic line with their grammatical form. Reorganize

their predication if necessary. Try to preserve the integ-

rzty of the original, but don't be afraid to add touches'

of your own which will increase their clarity and beauty.

Now, also rewrite sentences 6 and 8. See if you can

.eliminate, or,at least reduce, their emotional theaters.

When you have finished this rather demanding process,

turn in your completed Predication Unit 1 Each sWntence

should have 1) its p redications and 2) metaphors or

similes identified/With the appropriate lines and circles.

If your identifiCations are not up to snuff, your tutor

will ask to see 3) your work in The Manual. Finally,

you must turn in 4) your rewritten sentences which will

require, of course, your greatest effort and care. It
4

is good policy and practice from the outset to do the

recommended exercises, if for no other reason than-to

become familiar with the critical, descriptiv.e vocabulary

which will be used throughout our course'of study--even

4
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if you are a whiz at grammar. When you turn in youi

completeclunit, you will receive in return yout original
.11

sentence with sox* cprrections and suggestions. You.must
. .

then rewrite and resubmit' it. When thitwork is satisfactitt
A

rily,finisbed, you may go on to the thrill's and chills of

Predication

Here, then, is a brillf checklist of Predication

Unit 1:

A. Compoose a sentence which describes the hills.

B. 1. Identify he main subjects and verbs ink'
each of t1e 1 sentences.

2. Identify the two or three key metaphors
in each.

3. Do t] assigned_ in The Manual:r.

'4. Rewrite sentences 6 Ad 8 plus 'two of
your own choosing.

C. Rewrite your own original sentence.

D.. Post-test: Compose a new sentence of at
least 25 words which describes
the hills around the college.

When you have received a satisfactory grade for this Work,

o You are qualified' for the next unit of study.

Subsequent Predication Units

Each of the four remaining Predication'Units continue et,

in this, pattern. Each focuses on an increasingly complex

concept,makj.ngtheulnits both sequential and cumulative

in nature.

Predication Unit'2 Expanded and Reinforced Viewpoint

*To reqpgnize dependent clauses.

1-37 .
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*To correct spelling and punctuation
errors.
*To compare independent-and dependent
clauses,

*To identify modifiers, connectives,
and expansions

*To build complex sentences.
*To rewrite predication for emphasis.
*To evaluate the role of metaphors
in sentences.
*To compose an accurate descriptive sen-
tencein which the grammar, spelling,
and capitalization are correct and
the point-of-view is emphatically
expressed within the central
predication and clearly artVu-
lated-in the modifying details of
the whole.

Predication Unit 3 Order and Movement

*To identify the form of verbs.
*To correct faulty parallelism.
*To achieve.parallel order in giving
instructions.

*To prepare,thewreader to follow
instructions.
*To improve sentence movement.
*To compose a.descriptive sen-

. *tence in which thetierbs are
appropAately and hatically
aligned to present clearly a
sequence of related actions.

Predication Unit 4 Compounding Statements

f

S

*To identify compoun'd sentences.
*To memorize connectives. 4

*To recognize logical functions
of connectives.
*To construct compound sentences
using coordinating_cOnjunctions"
and conjunctive adverbs.
*To convert compound sentences.
*To compose a_longer descriptive
sentence which uses subordination
and coordination to develop
logical relationships between
concepts and actions.

1,38
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Predication Unit 5 Agency and.Context

*To recognize cause and effect.
*To correct faulty predication.
*To identify sentence patterns
Which use to be."
*To convert "to be" predications.
*To build verbal modifiers.
*To emphasize agency.
*To -limit context.
*To compose predications which
accurately and emphatically
report the 'relationships between
the causes, circumstances, and
secondary consequences of an
event.

III

N,
"Learning to Wrrte Sentence by Sentence" is only

one part of a campus -wide effort to improve language

skills. Although the main responsibility for establish-

ing standards and maintaining them among students fell
11>

\.,
to the English faculty, all teachers were encouraged to

recognize standards in their assignments and to provide

opportunities for studs to exercise writing skills

throughout the curriculum. Fewer machine-graded exams

and more essays and essay exams were recommended. In

order to achieve this, teaching assistants and student

readers were trained by the English faculty and assigned

to various departments; a central tutorial manual was

composed which could be used campus-wide; degree require-

ments were revised; diagnostic exams were rewritten and

various ad'hoc remedial courses devised. Progress in
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writing skills increased substantially ,through opportun-
,

, ities to exercise them thiliUghoUt the curriculum. But

without the cooperation of the entire college community,

this progress could not be made.

This.program does keep the humanities at the center

of arguments about the goalt and means of remediation.

It can be used as a model for humanities curricula which

incuds reme$iatjon and denies its usual tangential

status. This pattleular reme4a1 writing course incor,-

poratrs assumptions and skills necessary fotT humanistic

educatitnr, belief in the w$h of the individual, an

expe,ct

t a belief

ion for e best use of skills and'ibilities,

in .11a.nguag1 as creator and reflector of thought,

an ar.07001p-is.lupon logical and disciplined study. It
, 4

is th of a coordinated effort throughout the commu-

nit'jt' col 9e.curxiculum. Humanistic literacy asks this

kine.. oncern.

r--

I I o
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